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Introduction
One of the major uncertainties still surrounding particle acceleration around shocks is the
level at which this saturates: i.e., the total energy content in non-thermal particles, per unit
volume, R, in units of the incoming ﬂuid kinetic energy density. This saturation level plays
a very important role, for instance, in discussions of the origin of cosmic rays as observed
at Earth: it has to be rather large (& 0.1) to allow SNe to provide the observed ﬂux. Also,
discussions on the origin of UHECRs are inﬂuenced by similar considerations: the idea that
UHECRs are accelerated by GRBs (Vietri 1995, Waxman 1995) draws some measure of
support by the coincidence between the energy release rate of GRBs in γ-ray photons and
that required to account for observations at Earth (Vietri et al. 2003, Waxman 2004).
It is certainly possible that this level of saturation is somehow connected with the very
uncertain particle injection mechanism, and that saturation occurs, in many astrophysically
important situations, at very low levels. Yet, given the arguments concerning SNe and
GRBs mentioned above, it appears that at least occasionally saturation must occur at
rather large levels. This is especially so in the case of Galactic cosmic rays: if in fact we
were to discard SNe as sources of cosmic rays, all other possible classes of sources, being
both less numerous and less energetic, would force us to require saturation at even larger
levels1.
A distinct possibility is that the saturation level is determined not by the injection
mechanisms, but by modiﬁcations which the particles' pressure induces in the shock prop-
erties. After all, in the test particle limit the particles' spectrum is ultraviolet divergent
(though marginally so, of course), and one may hope that, since the particles' back-reaction
on the ﬂuid makes acceleration less eﬃcient (by reducing the velocity jump around the gas
sub-shock), a convergent spectrum will be obtained, with a deﬁnite value for the parameter
R. After Malkov's seminal papers (Malkov 1997, Malkov et al. 2000, Malkov and O'C
Drury 2001), fully self-consistent solutions with particles' pressure properly included have
been obtained by Amato and Blasi (2005). In these models, it appears that particles can
carry away an arbitrarily large fraction of the incoming energy ﬂux, for suﬃciently large
Mach number at upstream inﬁnity. Even more intriguing is the fact that these solutions
have particles' spectra which are more, not less, ultraviolet divergent than those in the test
particle limit. In fact, this divergence is arrested only by arbitrarily limiting the largest
individual energy to some ﬁducial value (Amato and Blasi 2005).
These solutions then seem to beckon for a stability analysis, in the hope that they are
found to be unstable once R exceeds some critical value. The instability we envision is of
course the corrugational instability for shocks, whereby ripples on the shock surface become
of larger and larger amplitude2. If this instability were to exist, we might easily imagine
1The situation is much less clear for UHECRs, because many of the proposed classes of sources are
purely hypothetical, so that there are no constraints on their properties.
2In all of this thesis, the term corrugation instability is taken to include also the spontaneous emission
of sound waves by the shock (see discussion in sec. 1.6.1).
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that the shock is substituted by a region of strong ﬂuid turbulence, where particles moving
a few Larmor radii perceive only a small velocity diﬀerence at the two ends of their free
wandering, and thus acceleration to high energies is made somewhat less eﬃcient.
However, it is well-known (Landau and Lifshitz 1987) that shocks in polytropic ﬂuids
are stable against this kind of perturbations, and against the spontaneous emission of sound
waves as well. The hope for the existence of an instability is based on a rather more subtle
argument. When the shock surface ﬂaps, it sheds in the downstream region pressure waves
as well as entropy and vorticity perturbations. We will show later that the last two do not
couple to particle perturbations, but pressure waves do, thus generating small perturbations
in the particles' distribution function, δf . These particles will however return upstream by
means of diﬀusion, and here generate, by their sheer perturbed pressure, some more ﬂuid
perturbations. Thus, not all energy shed by the shock is lost forever toward upstream
inﬁnity, as is the case in the purely hydrodynamical case, but some fraction of it returns
to the shock to generate more ﬂapping. In fact, since pressure waves are strongly damped
by diﬀusion, and nearly all particles return to the upstream section since the shock is
Newtonian, we may conjecture that most energy shed by the shock ﬂapping makes it back
to feed more ﬂapping, even though account must be taken of diﬀusion and phase mixing. Is
it possible that this sets up some strong reinforcement, making the whole system unstable?
This is the question we address in this thesis.
This question has of course been studied before, under somewhat diﬀerent conditions.
The diﬀusion coeﬃcient of non-thermal particles by the ﬂuid (≡ D) has been taken (by
other authors) as independent of the particle impulse: this is conventionally referred to as
the two-ﬂuid approximation, because the Boltzmann equation for the non-thermal particles
can then easily be recast into an equation for their pressure, thusly erasing all references to
the underlying distribution function. Besides making the two-ﬂuid approximation, (Mond
and O'C. Drury 1998) also neglected diﬀusion altogether. A more complex analysis has
been presented by (Toptygin 1999), who included energy transport and particle injection
at the shock, but still in the two-ﬂuid approximation.
The ﬁrst of the two chapters of this thesis is a review of the fundamental topics about
particle accelerations at shocks. The second is an exposition of our theory of corrugational
instability of shocks with particle pressure. Please refer to the introduction of each chapter
for their detailed structure.
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Chapter 1
Particle acceleration at shocks
This chapter is a review about cosmic rays. In sec. 1.1 we discuss observational evidence of
non-thermal particles. We brieﬂy present the most important experimental techniques to
reveal them by ground-based experiments in sec. 1.1.1 or by satellites or aerostatic balloons
in sec. 1.1.2; some indirect proofs of the existence of these particles are given in sec. 1.1.3.
Then we show what sources can produce such particles (sec. 1.1.4).
The following sections of this chapter prepare the way for the explanations of our the-
ory. After a very short summary of ﬂuid and shock waves' equations (sec. 1.2) and the
demonstration of our fundamental equation for convection-diﬀusion of charged particles in
a ﬂuid with magnetic ﬁeld, the so called BoltzmannSkilling equation (eq. 1.75 in sec. 1.3),
a quite complete review of the most important theories of particle accelerations of shocks
is given in secs. 1.4 and 1.5.
We then go through the ﬁrst theories in the test-particle regime, showing how these
simple models can give good estimates of both the spectrum (eq. 1.88) and the maximum
reachable energy in sec. 1.4.1. More sophisticated models, taking account of the backre-
action of non-thermal particles on the ﬂuid, are presented in sec. 1.5. We brieﬂy show
the two-ﬂuid model of Drury and Voelk (1981) (sec. 1.5.1), and then focus our attention
on the exact model proposed by Amato and Blasi (2005) in sec. 1.5.2. We discuss a very
interesting detail of their theory, namely a recipe for particles' injection at shocks in 1.5.3,
and, ﬁnally, we show how they built their exact solutions in sec. 1.5.4.
The last section of this chapter is a review of the main theory of shock instabilities. In
sec. 1.6.1 we begin with the pioneeristic theory due to D'yakov (1954) of shocks without
particle pressure, which can be obviously applied to the test-particle solution. Then, in
sec. 1.6.2, we study the theory of Mond and O'C. Drury (1998) built to be applied to the
two-ﬂuid model. At the end we discuss a quite more sophisticated analysis by Toptygin
(1999) in sec. 1.6.3.
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Figure 1.1: The CR all-particle spectrum. Approximate integral ﬂuxes are also shown.
The data represent published results of the LEAP, Proton, Akeno, AGASA, Fly's Eye,
Haverah Park, and Yakutsk experiments. Figure from a private communication by S.
Swordy (Bhattacharjee and Sigl 2000).
1.1 Non-thermal particles
There is a lot of observational evidence for the existence of non-thermal particles, i.e.,
particles with non-thermal distributions but with a power law spectrum. First, we are
able to see them: cosmic rays are nothing but high energy charged particles that we can
detect directly by satellites or aerostatic balloons, or indirectly by revealing the particles'
shower they produce in the atmosphere. Second, there exist photon sources which have
characteristic spectra of synchrotron and Inverse-Compton emission that can be explained
by assuming the existence of non-thermal particles. This section is a brief overview of these
observational results and of the most remarkable hypotheses of the origin of these particles.
We begin by showing the measured spectrum of cosmic rays, revealed by direct exper-
iments or by ground-based experiments. Satellites detect particles with energy . 1015 eV,
ground-based experiments with energy & 1012 eV. In ﬁg. 1.1 the all-particle diﬀerential
ﬂux of energy is plotted. In ﬁg. 1.2 measures by diﬀerent experiments are plotted. In both
graphs the broken power law of the spectrum is evident: for comparison in ﬁg. 1.1 the
dotted line shows an E−3 power law. Let us note a very intersting feature of this spectrum:
the slope has two changes over the entire energy range; the ﬁrst at about 1015 − 1016 eV,
called the knee, the second at about 1018− 1019 eV, called the ankle. Particles with energy
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Figure 1.2: Global view of the cosmic-ray spectra, measured by diﬀerent experiments
(Gaisser 2006).
above this threshold are called Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs). We shall come
back on the shape of the spectrum in sec. 1.1.4. We stress that, up to now, no anisotropy
has ever been observed in the arrival direction of cosmic rays. To be complete, we must
observe that at high energy AGASA (see sec. 1.1.1) discovered a 4 − σ excess near the
Galactic Center, but the new experiment Pierre Auger has not conﬁrmed this observation.
Please note that even though it has not been completed yet, Auger has already produced
a larger statistics than AGASA and it allows a better visibility of the Galactic Center.
1.1.1 Ground-based experiments
Ground-based experiments are built to detect the shower of electrons, positrons, muons,
photons and hadrons produced by cosmic rays when they arrive to the atmosphere. By
these methods the less energetic CRs cannot be revealed: in fact, their shower has less
secondary particles. Otherwise, the most energetic primaries can generate a shower of
1010 particles/km2. The main detection techniques are based on the ﬂuorescence of N2
excited by charged particles or on ground Cherenkov detectors.
Experiments using the ﬁrst technique, like Hi Res (High Resolution Fly's Eyes), are
composed by a lot of modules, each containing a spherical mirror that focuses light on
photomultiplier tubes (PMT). These modules and the photomultipliers are oriented to
divide the sky in hexagonal pixels (see ﬁg. 1.3). As an air shower crosses the sky, its
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Figure 1.3: Geometrical arrangement of PMT-pixels in the sky. The image of an air shower
is shown by the shaded hexagons (http://hires.physics.utah.edu).
Figure 1.4: Geometrical reconstruction of the shower-detector plane
(http://hires.physics.utah.edu).
trajectory is imaged onto the PMT's ﬁring a succession of pixels, shown by the shaded
hexagons in the same ﬁgure. For each detected air shower, the Fly's Eye records the
pattern of ﬁred PMT's. Each hit PMT also stores the time of arrival of the light pulse
from the shower, and the integrated amount of light received. From the pointing directions
and the arrival times of the PMT hits, it is possible to reconstruct the trajectory of the air
shower as shown in ﬁg. 1.4. Higher precision in the reconstruction of the shower direction
is achieved coupling two ﬂy's eyes, that allow stereoscopic observations.
The second type of detectors reveals Cherenkov radiation produced by secondary charged
particles in water. An array of tanks of water is placed in a very large area, to detect the
shower at ground. Japanese AGASA (Akeno Giant Air Shower Array) is based on this
technique.
Nowadays, the most recent detector of high energy cosmic rays, the Pierre Auger Cosmic
Ray Observatory, uses both ﬂuorescence and Cherenkov detectors.
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Figure 1.5: Exploded view of AMS-2 integration design (http://ams.cern.ch).
1.1.2 Direct experiments
Cosmic rays at low energy can be detected directly by satellites or aerostatic balloons, which
respectively work outside the atmosphere or under a thin layer of it. This allows to detect
primaries before they produce a shower of particles by interaction with the air moleculae.
In order to be able to determine particles' mass, charge and momentum, these detectors
have to have a design similar to that shown in ﬁg. 1.5. This is the AMS-2 experiment,
which is to be set on the International Space Station for 3 years. Even if its main aim is
to study anti-matter, not less important will be its contribution to cosmic rays research,
since it will detect high energy particles. Here, we brieﬂy illustrate how such a detector
can measure the fundamental properties of a particle. The central instrument is a silicon
tracker placed inside a magnet. The tracker measures the Larmor radius of the particle
reconstructing its trajectory. A time of ﬂight detector determines the speed of the particle
by measuring the time it spends to travel across the whole detector. A calorimeter, placed
at the bottom of the detector, measures the particle energy and charge thanks to the fact
that the scale length over which a particles loses its energy in such an instrument depends
on its charge.
1.1.3 Indirect evidence of non-thermal particles
The existence of particles with power law energy distributions can be deduced also by
observing spectra of some photon sources. In fact synchrotron or Inverse Compton emission
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by non-thermal particles shows a characteristic power-law spectrum. A simple calculation
can prove that a non-thermal particle distribution is required in order to obtain such a
spectrum.
We begin from the well-known formula for the synchrotron or IC power radiated by a
single particle:
dE
dt
= −4
3
σT cγ
2
(v
c
)2
εF , (1.1)
where γ is the Lorentz factor of the particle and σT is the Thompson cross-section:
σT =
8pi
3
(
q2
mc2
)2
, (1.2)
and εF is the energy density of the scattering ﬁeld: B2/(8pi) for synchrotron and the photon
energy density for IC. Now we must estimate at which frequency there is the emission of the
major part of energy. We perform this calculation for synchrotron. Because of relativistic
eﬀects the emission of a particle is beamed in a cone with opening angle 2/γ. Therefore,
when it is moving on a circular trajectory in a magnetic ﬁeld, we can observe it only for a
fraction 2/γ of its period, i.e., for T = 2pi/γωc = 2pimc/eB. Moreover the emission of light
perceived by an observer is even shorter. This is because the particle is moving toward
him, so it follows the light it has just emitted. Let us call t0 and t0 + T respectively the
time when the observer goes into the emission cone and the time when he goes out. The
last photon is emitted a distance vT nearer to him than the ﬁrst photon. When the two
photons arrive to the observer their time separation is:
∆t =
T
2γ2
=
pimc
eBγ2
. (1.3)
Then we can use this result to estimate the dominant frequency νs of the emission. In fact
by Fourier analysis we know that the signal contains frequencies up to 1/∆t, and this will
be of the same magnitude order of the dominant frequency, thus ν ∝ γ2. This result could
be striking if we consider that the synchrotron frequency is proportional to 1/γ, therefore
there is a factor γ3 between the synchrotron frequency and the emission peak frequency. A
careful calculation leads to:
νs =
3eB
4pimc
γ2 sin θ , (1.4)
where θ is the pitch angle of the particle in the magnetic ﬁeld. Moreover one can show
that the one-particle emission spectrum is a power law E ∝ ν1/3 for ν . νs and has an
exponential decay∝ e−ν/νs for ν & νs. Let us consider the emission by a particle distribution
dN ∝ E−α and estimate the total spectrum. At low energy, namely when ν . νmin, where
νmin ≡ νs(Emin) and Emin is the minimum particle energy, the spectrum is a power law
with slope 1/3. For ν & νmax ≡ νs(Emax) spectrum is exponentially suppressed. In the
intermediate range, for νmin . ν . νmax, we can estimate the spectrum as follows. Let us
assume that all the emission of a particle with energy E is peaked at the frequency νs(E),
i.e.:
dP = P (E)δ(ν − νs)dν , (1.5)
where P (E) is given by eq. 1.1. Then the spectrum is:
j(ν) ∝
∫
E−αP (E)δ(ν − νs)dE ∝ ν−s , (1.6)
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where we have deﬁned
s ≡ α− 1
2
. (1.7)
These photons must go out the source and travel in the interstellar medium, which can
modify their spectrum. If the source is optically thick, the self-absorption modiﬁes the
spectrum and gives it a very characteristic shape:
ja ∝ ν5/2 . (1.8)
This slope is peculiar of synchrotron emission and is the prove of such an emission. We
summarize here the spectrum of synchrotron emission. For suﬃciently low frequency, say
ν . ν0 the optical thickness of the source is greater than 1. In this energy range the emission
is totally self-absorbed, thus the spectrum has a power law with slope 5/2. For ν & ν0 two
cases are possible: if νmin > ν0, for ν0 . ν . νmin the slope is 1/3 and for νmin . ν . νmax
the slope is −s as in eq. 1.6. When the source is more thick, so that ν0 > νmin, the situation
is diﬀerent: in this case the intermediate region disappear and the spectrum passes directly
from ν5/2 to ν−s. Finally, for ν & νmax, the spectrum is exponentially suppressed.
IC occurs when a photon gains energy from an energetic electron that scatters it. There-
fore the photon frequency shifts to higher values. We can estimate the mean energy gained
by a photon in one scattering event against a relativistic electron, by comparing the radi-
ated power by a charged particle in eq. 1.1 with the number of photons that a relativistic
particle encounters in a time unit:
dNγ
dt
= σT cnγ = σT c
εγ
~ωi
. (1.9)
We obtain
~ωo =
(
1 +
4
3
β2γ2
)
ωi . (1.10)
When a photon distribution travels across a region with hot electrons, it shifts to higher
energy by the factor in eq. 1.10. Let us consider the very interesting situation in which
hot electrons with non-thermal distribution are in a region with magnetic ﬁeld. Through
synchrotron emission electrons produce a spectrum with the characteristic shape described
above. Then, some of this photons may be scattered by the same electrons that have
emitted them. As a consequence their spectrum is IC-shifted to a higher energy level. In
ﬁg. 1.6 the photon distribution of the Crab nebula is plotted. It is a bimodal distribution
in which the low energy part correspond to synchrotron photons and the high energy part
to those photons that have experienced one IC scattering event.
1.1.4 Cosmic ray sources
Before discussing cosmic ray sources, we consider how particle propagation is aﬀected by
magnetic ﬁeld. In fact charged particles' trajectories are modiﬁed by galactic ﬁelds. A
cosmic ray arriving to the Earth does not point to its source unless it has a suﬃciently
high energy or it has been generated very close to the solar system. The Larmor radius of
a particle with mass m, charge q and momentum p is:
λ(p) =
pc
qB
. (1.11)
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Figure 1.6: Non-thermal radiation of the Crab Nebula. The solid and dashed curves cor-
respond to the synchrotron and inverse Compton components of radiation (Aharonian and
Atoyan 1998).
In our galaxy a typical value of the magnetic ﬁeld is B ≈ 1µG. It means that for a
relativistic particle the Larmor radius is:
λ
pc ≈
E
1015 eV
10−6 G
B
1
Z
, (1.12)
where Z is the charge in electron units. This simple estimate shows that the random compo-
nent of the magnetic ﬁeld in our galaxy, whose coherence length is ≈ 55 kpc, can randomize
the direction of cosmic rays with Z = 1 and energy up to ≈ 1018 eV. Therefore we cannot
expect to reveal any anisotropy for particles with energy smaller than this value. However
we stated in sec. 1.1.1 that no anisotropy has ever been observed, even for the UHECRs.
This indicates that these particles must be originated outside our galaxy. Otherwise we
should observe a non-isotropic distribution with at least an excess in the galactic plane and
in the center.
We shall see in further sections how charged particles can be accelerated up to the
observed high energy. We shall see that the acceleration mechanism requires the presence
of shock waves. Here we discuss which astrophysical objects have shocks, then we give
simple magnitude order arguments, in order to support the idea that such sources can
be cosmic ray accelerators. Shock waves can originate from explosive phenomena, so in
Supernovae explosions or Gamma Ray Bursts.
This thesis is about Newtonian shocks. Therefore we focus our attention only on sources
with this kind of shocks, that is Supernovae, which are believed to be the accelerators of
galactic cosmic rays. We follow here a beautiful review by Hillas (2005). A typical supernova
sends a 1051 erg supersonic blast wave into the surrounding medium. For simplicity a new
unit of energy has been deﬁned to be 1051 erg, named foe. For evaluating how much energy
can be supplied by each supernova in form of hadronic cosmic rays, we can estimate the
energy supply to cosmic rays in the decade 10100 GeV, in the area between 4 and 12 kpc
from the galactic center, and scale up from that. To obtain the rate of production we need
to know both the density n of cosmic rays and the time for which they are trapped in the
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galactic disk, which is best indicated by the average column density they have traversed
before escape, called the grammage 〈g〉. The total grammage accumulated by one particle
with speed v ≈ c per unit time is ρc, where ρ is the gas density. Therefore the total
grammage accumulated by all the cosmic rays in a unit volume is nρc. Moreover, if we are
interested in ﬁnding the total grammage accumulated per unit area of the galactic plane
we must replace ρ with the total mass per unit area of the plane µ. By the very deﬁnition
of grammage we see that we need a production rate per unit plane q, so that:
q〈g〉 = ncµ . (1.13)
Hillas (2005) takes µ = 3.0×10−3 g cm−2 (density averaged over the range 412 kpc from the
galactic center, based on global distributions of various hydrogen components in the galaxy
given by Ferriere (1998), and multiplied by a factor 1.4 to allow for heavier elements), the
cosmic-ray proton energy density 1.6×10−3EGeV(4pi/c)J(EGeV) erg, where J is the locally-
observed proton ﬂux at a few tens of GeV, J(E) = 0.89E−2.64GeV cm−2 s−1 sterad−1 GeV−1,
and the observed grammage 〈g〉 = 34R−0.6GV g cm−2, where RGV is the rigidity in GV, deﬁned
as:
R ≡ pc
q
, (1.14)
and for relativistic protons we can easily see that RGV = EGeV. By using eq. 1.13 and the
energy density instead of the numerical density of cosmic rays, we see that the required
injection rate of cosmic-ray proton energy per unit area of the galactic disk is 1.58 ×
10−6E−1.04GeV erg s−1 cm−2 GeV−1. The term E−1.04GeV for the energy production rate requires a
particle spectrum E−2.04GeV . We shall see in section 1.4 (eq. 1.88) that the crudest theoretical
estimates predict a spectrum p−4 in the momentum space, that is E−2 in energy space for
relativistic particles.
To get the energy supply per unit time in the chosen energy decade and disk region, we
integrate over the energy range 10100 GeV, allow for 5% loss of proton energy in matter
traversed, scale up by a factor 1.50 to allow for energy carried by nuclei diﬀerent from
protons but in the same rigidty range, multiply by the disk area from 4 to 12 kpc. We
obtain W = 1.91× 1040 erg s−1.
The energy supply per SNR is calculated by dividing W by the number of super-
novae per unit time (64% of all galactic supernovae, using a radial distribution f(R) ∝
R2 exp(−R/2.4 kpc)). We assume the total rate of galactic supernovae to be 3 per century.
In this decade of rigidity we obtain that each supernova remnant is required to produce
0.031 foe.
The last step is to scale up this result to the whole cosmic-ray spectrum. The ﬁnal result
depends on the shape of the spectrum assumed for the sources. We assume a spectrum
p−2−γ extending from 0.01mc to 106.5mc. In ﬁg. 1.7 the cosmic-ray energy fraction in the
range 10100 GeV is plotted. In our case γ = 2.04; however if we allow for energy losses
of low-protons in tansit, γ could be greater, say ≈ 2.1. Using this value in calculation, we
obtain that approximately 21% of the energy is carried by particles with energy between 10
and 100 GeV. This means that we must correct our estimate by a factor 100/21 to get the
total energy supply by a SNR over the whole spectrum. So we require 0.15 foe per SNR,
that is about 15% of the supposed standard supernovae blast energy of 1 foe. This result
looks very satisfactory: SNRs have the necessary amount of energy required to product the
observed cosmic-ray energy density.
Vietri (1995), Vietri et al. (2003), Waxman (1995, 2004) suggested an analogous argu-
ment to explain the origin of UHECRs. They assume that the observed density of such
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Figure 1.7: Energy fraction in the energy range 10100 GeV as a function of the spectral
slope γ (spectrum ∝ p−2−γ). The spectrum is supposed to extend from p = 0.01mc to
p = 106.5mc.
particles is totally due to Gamma Ray Bursts. Below we follow the work by Vietri et al.
(2003). The total observed energy release in particles with energy greater than 1020 eV is
given by AGASA and Hi Res:
εAGASA = 2× 1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 ,
εHi Res = 4× 1043 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 . (1.15)
The total GRB rate is nGRB = 0.5 Gpc−3 yr−1 which must be reduced by a factor 0.7 to
exclude short bursts. The eﬀective rate used is therefore:
n1GRB = 0.35 Gpc−3 yr−1 . (1.16)
The average energy realease by one GRB is:
Eav = 3.3× 1053 erg . (1.17)
As a consequence the total energy production rate in photons is:
ε˙GRB = 1.1× 1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 . (1.18)
This result is of the same order of magnitude of the measured values in eq. 1.15. Moreover,
for the Hi Res measurements, the required eﬃciency for particles' acceleration is even less
than that one required for photon production. Obviously one could object that cosmic rays
are accelerated on a more wide energy range than E > 1020eV . Vietri et al. (2003) ﬁnd
that, even scaling up the experimental data over the whole spectrum, the result in eq. 1.18
is still comparable with observations. They assume the following spectrum for UHECRs:
n(E)dE ∝ E−γdE , 1017 eV ≤ E ≤ Emax , (1.19)
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and notice that the value of Emax is not relevant for energetics estimates because most
energy is carried by the lowest energy particles when γ > 2. This is certainly true because
they use γ = 2.2. Using this spectrum and correcting the overestimated AGASA values,
they obtain:
EUH = 1× 1045 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 . (1.20)
This result exceeds eq. 1.18 by a factor 9. It is clear that this result cannot be as convincing
as the more certain estimate for acceleration of galactic cosmic rays by shocks in SNRs,
however, at our level of knowledge, it is a quite satisfactory hypothesis.
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1.2 Shock waves
We give here, for future reference, a very short summary of ﬂuid equations, the continuity
relations at shock wave surface and the simple solution for a shock wave in a classical ﬂuid
(see Landau and Lifshitz 1987). Let us start with continuity, Euler and energy conservation
equations for a perfect ﬂuid.
∂ρ
∂t
+5 · (ρ~u) = 0 , (1.21)
∂
∂t
~u+ ~u · 5~u = −1
ρ
5 P , (1.22)
∂
∂t
[
ρ
(
u2
2
+ ε
)]
+∇ ·
[
ρ
(
u2
2
+ w
)
~u
]
= 0 , (1.23)
where ε and w are the internal energy and the enthalpy per unit mass. The second equation
can be written in form of conservation equation like the other two:
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xk
(Pδik + ρuiuk) = 0 . (1.24)
When the ﬂuid is isentropic the entropy conservation may be written:
∂s
∂t
+ ~u · 5s = 0 . (1.25)
We write now the equation for a ﬂuid passing through a discontinuity surface in planar
symmetry. Let be this discontinuity at rest at the plane x = 0. We seek a stationary
solution, so eqs. 1.21, 1.23, 1.24 are in the form:
dJ
dx
= 0 . (1.26)
By integrating the last equation from x = 0− to x = 0+ we obtain:
J2 − J1 = 0 , (1.27)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote quantities immediately before and after the disconti-
nuity. Introducing [X] = X2 −X1, we can apply eq. 1.27 to eqs. 1.21, 1.23, 1.24:
[ρux] = 0 , (1.28)[
ρux
(
u2
2
+ w
)]
= 0 , (1.29)
[P + ρu2x] = 0 , [ρuxuy] = 0 , [ρuxuz] = 0 . (1.30)
Discontinuities with vanishing mass ﬂux are unstable. For discontinuities with non-vanishing
mass ﬂux one ﬁnds that uy and uz are continuous, so one can choose a reference frame in
which they are zero. The following equations are called RankineHugoniot conditions:
[ρux] = 0 , (1.31)[
u2x
2
+ w
]
= 0 , (1.32)
[P + u2x] = 0 . (1.33)
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Let us deﬁne the mass ﬂux j = ρ1u1 = ρ2u2 and the volume per unit mass V = ρ−1. Then
the useful below relations follow easily from RH eqs. 1.31 and 1.33:
j2 =
P2 − P1
V1 − V2 , (1.34)
u1 − u2 =
√
(P2 − P1)(V1 − V2) . (1.35)
In order to solve the problem one needs one more equation, that speciﬁes the ﬂuid thermo-
dynamic properties. For a perfect ﬂuid, with adiabatic index γ, the enthalpy is:
w =
γP
(γ − 1)ρ =
c2s
γ − 1 . (1.36)
Deﬁning the Mach number M ≡ u/cs, we obtain:
ρ2
ρ1
=
V1
V2
=
u1
u2
=
(γ + 1)M21
(γ − 1)M21 + 2
, (1.37)
P2
P1
=
2γM21
γ + 1
− γ − 1
γ + 1
, (1.38)
T2
T1
=
[2γM21 − (γ − 1)][(γ − 1)M21 + 2)]
(γ + 1)2M21
, (1.39)
M22 =
2 + (γ − 1)M21
2γM21 − γ + 1
, (1.40)
V2
V1
=
(γ + 1)P1 + (γ − 1)P2
(γ − 1)P1 + (γ + 1)P2 . (1.41)
Let us note that M1 > 1, i.e., the shock is supersonic. If M1 < 1, from eqs. 1.37 and 1.39,
T2 < T1 and u2 > u1: we would have transformed thermal energy in kinetic energy without
other eﬀects. This is forbidden by the second law of thermodynamics.
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1.3 The convection-diﬀusion equation
In this section we study in detail the equation that describes diﬀusion and convection of
charged particles in a Newtonian ﬂuid with magnetic ﬁeld. Our goal will be the Boltzmann
equation as in Skilling (1975). The starting point is the well-known Vlasov equation, which
describes the evolution of the particle distribution function f , and the arrival point will
be an equation for the isotropic part of f (the average value of f over the solid angle),
eq. 1.75. In this framework, particles are scattered by the gas through its magnetic ﬁeld,
so the exchange of energy between particles and ﬂuid is due only to the eﬀect of Lorentz
transformations between diﬀerent reference frames. Stated otherwise: the ﬂuid exchanges
energy with particles only through adiabatic transformations without entropy exchange.
This point will be more clear by following the calculation, that we report for illustrative
purpose.
∂f(~p, ~x, t)
∂t
+ ~v · ∇xf(~p, ~x, t) + ~˙p · ∇pf(~p, ~x, t) = 0 , (1.42)
where ∇x (resp. ∇p) is the gradient in the coordinate space (resp. momentum space). Let
us study how f changes when the particles in ~x move to ~x+∆~x = ~x+ ~vdt:
f(~p, ~x+ ~vdt, t+ dt) =
∫
∆~p
d∆~pP (~p−∆~p,∆~p)f(~p−∆~p, ~x, t) , (1.43)
where P (~p,∆~p) is the probability that a particle with momentum ~p changes its momentum
by ∆~p. Now we Taylor expand f and P :
f(~p, ~x+ ~vdt, t+ dt) = f(~p, ~x, t) + ~v · ∇xfdt+ ∂f
∂t
dt , (1.44)
f(~p−∆~p, ~x, t) = f(~p, ~x, t)−∇pf ·∆~p+ 1
2
∇p∇pf∆~p∆~p , (1.45)
P (~p−∆~p,∆~p) = P (~p,∆~p)−∇pP ·∆~p+ 1
2
∇p∇pP∆~p∆~p . (1.46)
Replacing f and P in eq. 1.43 with their Taylor expansions:
∂f
∂t
+ ~v · ∇xf = −∇p (Apf) + 1
2
∇p [∇p (Dpp)] , (1.47)
where we have introduced:
AP ≡ 1
∆t
∫
d∆~p∆~pP (~p,∆~p) , (1.48)
Dpp ≡ 1
2∆t
∫
d∆~p∆~p∆~pP (~p,∆~p) . (1.49)
Now we must make a very important assumption. We know that the change in the modulus
of the momentum is proportional to u/c, where u is the speed of the magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctu-
ations. If we suppose that these ﬂuctuations are small, we can assume that the modulus of
~p is constant and only the direction of ~p can change. This is called pitch angle scattering.
The principle of detailed balance recites:
P (~p,−∆~p) = P (~p−∆~p,∆~p) , (1.50)
and its second order Taylor expansion is:
P (~p,−∆~p) = P (~p,∆~p)−∆~p∇pP + 1
2
∆~p∆~p∇p∇pP . (1.51)
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Dividing by ∆t and integrating with respect to ∆~p we obtain:
Ap −∇pDpp = const(p) . (1.52)
Both Ap and Dpp go to zero when p goes to zero, then:
Ap = ∇pDpp . (1.53)
By substituting eq. 1.53 in eq. 1.47 we obtain the diﬀusion equation:
∂f
∂t
+ ~v · ∇xf = ∇p [Dpp∇pf ] . (1.54)
Now we must specify the form of Dpp. Then we study the microscopical diﬀusion process
of a particle moving with a pitch angle µ with respect to the unperturbed magnetic ﬁeld
~B0. Moreover we assume that there is a perturbation ~B1 of the magnetic ﬁeld normal to ~B0.
We know that perturbations propagating along the direction of the unperturbed magnetic
ﬁeld can be expressed as Alfvèn waves. They propagate with speed:
v2A =
B20
4piρ0
. (1.55)
We deﬁne the wave reference frame as the frame in which the magnetic ﬁeld is steady
and the electric ﬁeld vanishes. In this frame the particle energy is constant and the only
changing quantity is the pitch angle:
d~p‖
dt
=
q
c
[
~v ∧
(
~B0 + ~B1
)]
‖
=
q
c
~v⊥ ∧ ~B1 , (1.56)
where p‖ indicates the component of the particle momentum parallel to the unperturbed
magnetic ﬁeld, namely p‖ = µp. Therefore we have an equation for the pitch angle:
dµ
dt
=
q
cp
[
~v⊥ ∧ ~B1
]
‖
. (1.57)
Assuming that the perturbation B1 is small with respect to B0 we can use the quasi-linear
theory for particle motion in a perturbed ﬁeld. We solve eq. 1.57 with a perturbative
technique, by using the trajectory of the particle in the unperturbed ﬁeld to calculate the
right-hand side of the above equation. We know that the trajectory of a particle with
Lorentz factor γ is a circumference and the frequency is Ω = qB0/(mcγ). The perturbed
magnetic ﬁeld in the wave reference frame is:
B1(z) = B1 cos(kz + φ) , (1.58)
where z is the coordinate parallel to the unperturbed ﬁeld, z = vµt. We can write the
squared deﬂection ∆µ2 in a time interval ∆t as follows:
∆µ2 =
q2v2(1− µ2)B21
p2c2
∫ ∆t
0
dt1
∫ ∆t
0
dt2 cos [(kvµ− Ω)t1 + φ] cos [(kvµ− Ω)t2 + φ] ,
(1.59)
and we mean this expression over the random phase φ:
〈
∆µ2
〉
=
q2v2(1− µ2)B21
p2c2
∫ 1
0
dt1
∫ 1
0
dt2 cos [(kvµ− Ω)(t1 − t2)] , (1.60)
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We can calculate the integrals and divide by ∆t:〈
∆µ2
∆t
〉
=
piq2v2(1− µ2)B21
p2c2
δ(kvµ− Ω) = piq
2v(1− µ2)B21
µp2c2
δ
(
k − Ω
vµ
)
. (1.61)
If we have a set of waves with diﬀerent wave numbers, so that W (k)dk is the energy of the
waves with wave number in the interval [k, k + dk], the last equation can be rewritten:〈
∆µ2
∆t
〉
=
pi
4
(1− µ2) 1
vµ
Ω2
∫
dk
W (k)
B20
8pi
δ
(
k − Ω
vµ
)
=
pi
4
(1− µ2)ΩkresW (kres)
B20
8pi
, (1.62)
where kres ≡ Ω/(vµ) is the wave number resonant with particles with momentum p = mvγ.
The diﬀusion coeﬃcient for the pitch angle is deﬁned as follows:
ν ≡
〈
∆θ2
∆t
〉
=
pi
4
Ω
kresW (kres)
B20
8pi
, (1.63)
while Dpp is:
Dpp = p
2
〈
∆µ2
∆t
〉
= p2(1− µ2)ν , (1.64)
and, in the wave reference frame, eq. 1.54 becomes:
∂f
∂t
+ ~v · ∇xf = 1
2
∂
∂µ
[
(1− µ2)ν ∂f
∂µ
]
. (1.65)
All we need to do now is to ﬁnd an equation describing diﬀusion by pitch angle scattering
and convection by the ﬂuid at the same time. We must consider the transformation of
momentum between two reference frames. Let be ~p the momentum in the laboratory
reference frame, where the particle distribution function is f(~p, ~x, t), and ~p′ the momentum
in the wave frame. In the ﬂuid reference frame Alfvèn waves propagate with speed vA (see
eq. 1.55). Now we assume also vA ¿ u, so that u is a good approximation for the wave
speed in the lab frame. In the Newtonian limit u¿ c, then
~p = ~p′ +
E ′~u
c2
. (1.66)
At the same order in u/c particles' number conservation is equivalent to require f(~p, ~x, t) =
f ′(~p′, ~x, t). Expanding the right-hand side with respect to E ′~u/c2:
f(~p, ~x, t) = f ′(~p, ~x, t)− E ′~u∇p′f(~p′, ~x, t)|~p′=~p , (1.67)
and substituting in Vlasov equation, with ~v = ~v′ + ~u for Newtonian ﬂuid, we obtain:
∂f ′
∂t
+ (~v′ + ~u) · ∇xf ′ − (~v′ + ~u) · ∇xE
′~u
c2
∇p′f ′ = −~˙p′ · ∇p′f ′ , (1.68)
and up to the ﬁrst order in u/c, for relativistic particles, for which ~p′ = E ′~v′/c2:
∂f ′
∂t
+ (~v′ + ~u) · ∇xf ′ − (~p′ · ∇x)~u∇p′f ′ = −~˙p′ · ∇p′f ′ , (1.69)
Let be nˆ(~x, t) the unit vector parallel to the local magnetic ﬁeld, and be µ′ the cosine
of the angle between nˆ and ~v′. Moreover let us set three Cartesian axes x, y and z,
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with z along the direction of nˆ. Physically f ′ must depend only on µ′, so we can write
∂f/∂x = (∂f ′/∂µ′)(dµ′/dx) and an analogous relation for y. Therefore:
∂µ′
∂x
=
∂
∂x
[
~v′ · nˆ
v′
]
=
∂nx
∂x
sin θ′ cosφ′ , (1.70)
∂µ′
∂y
=
∂nx
∂x
sin θ′ sinφ′ . (1.71)
By using the above relations one can mean each term in eq. 1.69 over the irrelevant angle
φ′. Observing that the mean of the right-hand side of that equation is zero, and recalling
the diﬀusion equation 1.65, after some calculations we obtain:
∂f ′
∂t
+ (v′µ′nˆ+ ~u) · ∇xf ′ −
[
1− µ′2
2
(∇x · ~u) + 3µ
′2 − 1
2
(nˆ · ∇x)(nˆ · ~u)
]
p′
∂f ′
∂p′
+
1− µ′2
2
v′(∇x · nˆ)∂f
′
∂µ′
=
1
2
∂
∂µ′
[
(1− µ′2)ν ∂f
′
∂µ′
]
. (1.72)
Over spatial scales longer than the characteristic length of the diﬀusion process of the
pitch angle, we expect the distribution function to be quasi-isotropic. Then we can write f
as a sum of terms of increasing anisotropy
f ′ = f0 + f ′1 + f
′
2 , (1.73)
Again, we do not report all the calculations but only the result. Expanding eq. 1.72 up to
the second order one can write an equation for the isotropic part f0. Let us deﬁne:
D‖(~p′, ~x) ≡ 1
2
〈
(1− µ′2)v
′2
ν
〉
µ′
. (1.74)
Then we ﬁnd the BoltzmannSkilling equation (see Skilling 1975):
∂f0
∂t
+ (~u · ∇x)f0 −∇x ·
[
nˆD‖(nˆ · ∇x)f0
]
=
1
3
(∇x · ~u)p∂f0
∂p
. (1.75)
Please note that we have thrown away the prime ' because up to this order of approximation
the distribution function is f ≈ f ′. Let us remark the physical meaning of terms in eq.
1.75. The ﬁrst two terms together are the convective derivative of f0, the third one expresses
spatial diﬀusion due to ﬂuctuations of the magnetic ﬁeld. The right-hand side describes
the exchange of energy between particles and ﬂuid through its adiabatic compression (or
decompression). Moreover we shall see in the following sections that this term makes
possible acceleration of cosmic rays around shock waves.
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1.4 The test particle regime
In this section we review the theory of cosmic ray acceleration in the test particle regime.
We shall brieﬂy describe Fermi's second order process (see Fermi 1954) and the ﬁrst order
process (see Krymskii 1977, Bell 1978a,b, Blandford and Ostriker 1978). For a complete
review see the book by Vietri (2006).
The basic idea is that a moving object with magnetic ﬁeld (for instance a magnetic
cloud) can scatter charged particles and exchange momentum with them. In the reference
frame of the object a scattered particle does not change its energy because the only force
acting on it is due to the magnetic ﬁeld. However its trajectory is deﬂected, so that,
in a reference frame in which the object is moving, also its energy can change. We can
understand this through the following steps: performing a Lorentz transformation from the
observer's frame to the cloud frame, then reﬂecting the particle and, ﬁnally, coming back
to the observer's frame with the inverse transformation. The result up to the second order
in V/c is:
Eo
Ei
=
(
1 + 2
v V
c2
cos θ + 2
V 2
c2
)
. (1.76)
where V and v are the velocities of the cloud and of the incoming particle in the observer's
reference frame. Then we can average ∆E ≡ Eo−Ei over all the incoming directions. Note
that the particle can gain or lose energy during the scattering, depending on its direction
relative to the motion of the cloud. However, the mean result is that the energy gain is
positive and proportional to V 2/c2. Thus, for magnetic clouds with ordinary speed, this
process is very slow and one needs a very large number of scattering processes to reach
the observed cosmic ray energy. In formulae, the probability density function for incoming
relativistic particles (v ≈ c) is:
P (θ)d cos θ =
1
2
(
1 +
V
c
cos θ
)
d cos θ , (1.77)
and the mean energy gain is: 〈
∆E
Ei
〉
=
8
3
V 2
c2
. (1.78)
Krymskii (1977), Bell (1978a,b), Blandford and Ostriker (1978) observed that in very
particular situations a ﬁrst order process (i.e., proportional to V/c) takes place. Where the
gas invested by a shock is magnetized, the two regions of the gas upstream and downstream
behave like two magnetic clouds moving toward each other. So we can imagine a ball
bouncing between two trains which are going to collide. At each bounce it increases its
velocity and it can never lose energy. This is the case of a charge particle crossing a shock
surface in the two directions: at each crossing it can only increase its energy. Indeed in the
reference frame of the ﬂuid where the particle is travelling (either downstream or upstream)
the other region of ﬂuid is seen to come toward the particle that is crossing the discontinuity
surface. This is to say that in formula 1.76 cos θ is positive. We calculate the spectrum
of particles accelerated by this process. We approach the problem as in Blandford and
Ostriker (1978).
Throughout the calculation we assume the state of the gas to be known at each point and
we calculate it for a shock without accelerated particles. This means that the evolution of
the shock is supposed not to be aﬀected by any backreaction of the particles. Their pressure
is neglected in the Euler equation for the ﬂux of the gas momentum, namely we are in the
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test particle regime. In this approximation the ﬂuid is homogeneous both upstream and
downstream. In the shock reference frame, the upstream (downstream) ﬂuid speed is u1
(u2). We choose the x axis oriented from upstream to downstream and the shock surface at
x = 0. We can write the Boltzmann-Killing equation 1.75 in one dimension. We consider
a diﬀusion coeﬃcient depending only on particles' momentum. We have
∂f
∂t
= D(p)
∂2f
∂x2
− u(x)∂f
∂x
+
1
3
∂u(x)
∂x
p
∂f
∂p
, (1.79)
and note that the form of u(x) is particularly simple:
u(x) = u1 + (u2 − u1)θ(x) , θ(x) =
{
0, if x < 0 ,
1, if x ≥ 0 . (1.80)
For a stationary problem eq. 1.79 becomes:
D(p)
∂2f(x, p)
∂x2
− [u1 + (u2 − u1)]θ(x)∂f(x, p)
∂x
+
1
3
(u2 − u1)δ(x) p∂f(x, p)
∂p
= 0 . (1.81)
We note that f must be continuous at the shock, in formulae f(0−, p) = f(0+, p) = f(0, p),
and that everything is homogeneous downstream, so in this region f(x, p) = f(0, p) and
∂f/∂x = 0. Moreover f vanishes at upstream inﬁnity (there are no cosmic rays in the
non-shocked ﬂuid). We integrate equation 1.81 from x = 0− and x = 0+ and from x = −∞
and x = 0−:
D(p)
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣∣
0−
=
1
3
(u2 − u1)∂f(0, p)
∂ ln p
, (1.82)
D(p)
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣∣
0−
= u1f(0, p) , (1.83)
and substituting the second equation in the ﬁrst:
∂ ln f(0, p)
∂ ln p
= −q , q ≡ 3
1− u2/u1 , (1.84)
whose solution is
f(0, p) ∝ p−q (1.85)
In order to ﬁnd the solution everywhere upstream, we note that here eq. 1.81 becomes:
D(p)
∂2f(x, p)
∂x2
= u1
∂f(x, p)
∂x
, (1.86)
which must be solved by using eq. 1.85 and f(−∞, p) = 0 as boundary conditions:
f(x, p) ∝ p−q ex/λ(p) , λ(p) ≡ D(p)
u1
. (1.87)
Therefore the complete solution is:
f(x, p) ∝
{
p−q ex/λ(p) , if x < 0 ,
p−q , if x ≥ 0 , (1.88)
Please note that for strong shocks the spectrum is universal. For high Mach number the
shock compression factor u1/u2 −→ 4 and the slope of the spectrum is q = 4. This result is
correct for Newtonian shocks, when the ﬂuid speed is much smaller than the speed of light,
but no assumption has been made about particles' momentum. This means that the result
holds both for relativistic and sub-relativistic particles.
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1.4.1 Acceleration time and maximum energy
In this section we show a simple argument that allows us to estimate the maximum energy
that such an accelerator can give to non-thermal particles. By looking at the time dependent
equation (eq. 1.79) and at the solution (eq. 1.88), we observe that each term of the right-
hand side of eq. 1.79 is ≈ u21/D(p), so the acceleration time is:
τa ≈ D(p)
u21
. (1.89)
Now we shall use the above formula to show some simple methods to limit the maximum en-
ergy of the accelerated particles. First, we give an explicit form for the diﬀusion coeﬃcient.
We assume Bo hm diﬀusion:
DB(p) =
1
3
v(p)λ(p) , (1.90)
where v(p) is the velocity of a diﬀused particle and λ(p) its mean free path. In our frame-
work, diﬀusion is due to random magnetic ﬁelds, so the typical scale length is the Larmor
radius:
λ(p) =
PC
QB
(1.91)
where q is the particle charge and B is the magnetic ﬁeld; the diﬀusion coeﬃcient is:
D =
pv(p)c
3QB
. (1.92)
We are estimating the acceleration time, so we shall use eq. 1.89 for particles with very
high energy, then we need the diﬀusion coeﬃcient for relativistic particles. That is:
D =
Ec
3QB
. (1.93)
From equation 1.89 the acceleration time is:
τa ≈ αE , α ≡ c
QB2
. (1.94)
where we have neglected irrelevant numerical factors. In astrophysical situations u is the
speed of the shock with respect to the ﬂuid.
This time must be compared with the cooling time due to radiative processes. Both
for synchrotron and inverse Compton the radiated power is given by eq. 1.1. Moreover
E = γMC2 and for relativistic particles v ≈ c, therefore:
DE
TD
= βE2 , β ≡ 4
3
σT
εF
m2c3
, (1.95)
and the cooling time is
τc = − EDE
TD
=
1
βE
. (1.96)
Let us note the two diﬀerent slopes of the acceleration time and the cooling time. The
former is linear in E, the latter decreases with E−1: there is a value of E above which the
acceleration time becomes greater than the cooling time. Therefore no particles can exceed
the following limit:
E ≤ 1√
αβ
. (1.97)
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Another limiting factor to the maximum energy is the ﬁnite lifetime of the source. We
estimate the maximum energy for charged nuclei accelerated by shocks in SuperNovae. If
the SN remnant has a lifetime T , obviously the acceleration time is:
τa = T . (1.98)
Neglecting numerical factors from eq. 1.94 we obtain:
Emax ≈ QB
c
V 2T , (1.99)
where V is the shock speed. Now the problem is to estimate T . After the SN explosion,
there is a phase of free expansion during which the shock speed Vf is constant. Then
the Dov phase takes place. In this phase the shock starts feeling the cold medium in
which it is expanding. We need to evaluate V (t) during this phase in order to determine
the useful acceleration time (i.e., until the maximum particle energy increases). We use
the self-similar solution technique. In hydrodynamics equations there are no dimensional
constants, so each quantity (density, temperature, position, etc. . . ) must be built only in
terms of the boundary conditions and of ~r and t. Therefore, generally, the solution can be
found by dimensional analysis. In our situation, we suppose that an amount Es of energy
is released in a very small region, approximately a point. The interstellar medium in which
the shock is propagating is very cold, so its temperature can be approximated as T0 = 0.
Let be ρ0 its density. The expansion must be spherically symmetric, so the only quantities
we can use are Es, ρ0 and the time t. The shock radial coordinate Rs must therefore be:
Rs(t) ∝
(
Et2
ρ0
) 1
5
, (1.100)
and diﬀerentiating this formula with respect to t we obtain the shock speed:
V (t) ∝ t− 35 . (1.101)
Now, from eqs. 1.99 and 1.101 we see that, during the Seedov's phase, the maximum energy
decreases with t−1/5. Therefore the useful acceleration time T is the duration of the free
expansion phase Tf . This can be easily estimated by the following argument. The free
expansion must stop when the swept mass approximately equals the injected mass Mej:
4pi
3
nmp(VfTf )
3 =Mej . (1.102)
Solving this equation for Tf for typical values, n = 1 cm−3, Vf = 5000 km s−1, Mej =
10 M¯, one ﬁnds Tf = 1000 yr, and for q = Ze (see Vietri 2006):
Emax = Z × 3× 1013 eV , (1.103)
so, this process can produce cosmic rays up to ≈ 1013 ÷ 1015 eV, depending on the nucleus
charge.
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1.5 Non-linear models
In this section we discuss two diﬀerent approaches to particle acceleration at shocks with
the backreaction of the accelerated particles on the ﬂuid. The ﬁrst one is due to Drury and
Voelk (1981) and it is called the two-ﬂuid model, for reasons that will become clear in sec.
1.5.1. The second one was sketched by Blasi (2002) and solved exactly by Amato and Blasi
(2005).
1.5.1 The two-ﬂuid model
Drury and Voelk (1981) studied a background gas ﬂow described by one-dimensional ﬂuid
equations with the backreaction of cosmic rays, included as an additional pressure gradient.
Equations 1.21, 1.24, 1.23 become:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂(ρu)
∂x
= 0 , (1.104)
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
+
1
ρ
∂
∂x
(Pc + Pg) = 0 , (1.105)
∂Pg
∂t
+ u
∂Pg
∂x
+ γgPg
∂u
∂x
= 0 , (1.106)
where subscript g labels gas quantities and c labels particle quantities. The last of these
three equations is the energy conservation equation. The particle pressure Pc is deﬁned as
follows:
Pc(x) =
4pi
3
∫ ∞
0
dpv(p)p3f(x, p) , (1.107)
where the particle distribution function f(x, p) evolves according to the BoltzmannSkilling
equation (eq. 1.75). Integrating this equation in 4pi/3 p3v(p):
∂Pc
∂t
+ u
∂Pc
∂x
+ γcPc
∂u
∂x
=
4pi
3
∂
∂x
∫ ∞
0
dpD(x, p)p3v
∂f
∂x
, , (1.108)
where γc is the adiabatic exponent of cosmic rays:
γc ≡ − 4pi
9Pc
∫ ∞
0
dpp4v
∂f
∂p
, (1.109)
Then they deﬁne an eﬀective diﬀusion coeﬃcient D˜(x):
D˜(x) ≡
∫∞
0
dpD(x, p)p3v ∂f
∂x∫∞
0
dpp3v ∂f
∂x
, (1.110)
and eq. 1.108 takes the form of an energy ﬂuid equation with a diﬀusive term:
∂Pc
∂t
+ u
∂Pc
∂x
+ γcPc
∂u
∂x
=
∂
∂x
(
D˜
∂Pc
∂x
)
, (1.111)
which seems to involve only hydrodynamic quantities. Of course this expression is formal:
D˜ depends on the distribution function f , except in the physically implausible case where
D is independent of p. However this expression allows them to deduce the qualitative
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Figure 1.8: A (velocity, gas pressure) diagram showing the shock construction: the ﬁgure
has been drawn for the case of adiabatic exponents 5/3 for the gas and 4/3 for the cosmic
rays, total shock Mach number 2.0, and fractional contribution of the comic rays to the
total upstream pressure 0.3 (Drury and Voelk 1981)
structure of the shock. Integrating these basic equations, they write the conservation laws
for mass momentum and energy ﬂux:
ρu = A , (1.112)
Au+ Pc + Pg = C , (1.113)
1
2
Au2 +
γg
γg − 1uPg +
γc
γc − 1uPc = C +
D˜
γc − 1
∂Pc
∂x
, (1.114)
where A, B and C are the mass, momentum and energy ﬂuxes, ﬁxed by the initial condi-
tions. Then Drury and Voelk (1981) plot the state of the system as in ﬁgure 1.8: each state
corresponds to a point within the triangle deﬁned by ρ > 0, Pg > 0 and Pc > 0. The up-
stream and downstream states are asymptotically independent of x: they must correspond
to points on the hyperbola deﬁned by eqs. 1.113 and 1.114 with ∂Pc/∂x = 0. Drury and
Voelk (1981) found two types of solutions: with smooth transition or with discontinuous
transition. In the ﬁrst case the entropy is constant. We can therefore obtain a unique
relation between the initial and the ﬁnal states, moving along a gas adiabat from the initial
state until we intersect the hyperbola. Along this path ∂Pc/∂x is a non-zero function of the
x coordinate. This function can be integrated to give x as a monotone increasing function of
Pc. Clearly, in a physical transition, at the same location the gas cannot be in two distinct
states, therefore, as Pc is a monotonic function of x, it must be monotonic along the path.
In this case all quantities are smooth functions of x. Moreover, on each adiabat Pc there is
a single maximum where
Au = γgPg . (1.115)
A smooth transition is possible if and only if the gas adiabat through the initial state
reintersects the hyperbola before it intersects this line.
When a smooth transition is impossible we must insert one or more discontinuities in
the solution, imposing continuity of f(x, p) and of the mass, momentum and energy ﬂuxes
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across the discontinuity surfaces. In the (u, Pg)-diagram this is a jump away from the
adiabat along a line with costant Pc, i.e., parallel to Pc = 0. Moreover gas energy balance
requires that this line is bisected by the line Au = γgPg. One can show that the shock
structure cannot have more than one discontinuity. In fact, each jump must cross the line
1.115 in the same direction. If there were two discontinuities, between them there should be
a smooth adiabat which crosses back. But we have shown above that this is impossible. Now
we suppose that there is an adiabatic change, a jump and a further adiabatic relaxation.
On such a path x is not monotone: it increases on the ﬁrst part, is costant along the jump
and decreases on the last part. But this is absurd because it must be monotone. So, the
only possibility is that at the end of the jump the system is in the ﬁnal state. Incidentally
we demonstrated that the downstream system must be homogeneous.
Now one can plot the locus of those points from which a jump takes the system to a
ﬁnal state, i.e., an intersection between the hyperbola and the gas adiabat. This locus
is a second hyperbola, the sheared reﬂection of the ﬁrst in the line 1.115. Note that two
intersection points of the two hyperbolae are on the line Pc = 0: these points represent a
pure gas shock without cosmic rays. Finally Drury and Voelk (1981) set up the algorithm
to determine the shock structure:
(1) from the given upstream conditions and the shock speed calculate A, B and C and
plot the hyperbola ∂Pc/∂x;
(2) if this hyperbola intersects the line Au = γgPg, then plot the reﬂected hyperbola;
(3) starting from the point corresponding to the initial upstream conditions construct
the gas adiabat without crossing line 1.115 up to the intersection with one of the
hyperbolae;
(4) if the intersection is with the reﬂected hyperbola then insert a jump to the other.
Clearly at least one solution exist, but it may be non-unique if the reﬂected hyperbola has
suﬃcient curvature to intersect the adiabat more than once. The total number of solutions,
counted with their multiplicity, must be odd. Three solutions appear when γg = 5/3 and
γc = 4/3.
By using their plot, Drury and Voelk (1981) deduced some general features of shock
structures. For very weak shocks with signiﬁcant cosmic ray pressure the transition must
be continuous. In the opposite limit, for upstream Mach number M → ∞, a smooth
solution is always possible, for each value of N ≡ P (up)c /(P (up)c + P (up)g ). For ﬁnite M and
N →∞ they found that, when M → 1 there exists a solution with discontinuous transition
that tends to the test particle solution. When they considered the case γg = 5/3 and
γc = 4/3, for small N , they found, for suﬃciently large M that three solutions exist.
The most interesting feature of this simple model is the appearance of multiple solutions
in some range of parameters. They satisfy conservation laws, but some of them are likely
to be unstable, i.e., under small perturbations, they collapse on a stable solutions. Even
if their model discards all information about the dependence of f and D on momentum,
Drury and Voelk's solutions show features very similar to the exact solutions by Amato and
Blasi (2005) that we shall discuss further. Please note that in this model the problem of
injection of particles in the accelerator from the thermal distribution is not discussed and
non-thermal particles exist at upstream inﬁnity, therefore they must exist in the gas before
the arrival of the shock.
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1.5.2 Blasi and Amato's model
This section is a brief review of the semi-analytical model proposed by Blasi (2002, 2004).
After this ﬁrst paper, in which an approximate solution is given, Amato and Blasi (2005)
found an exact solution for the same problem. We shall summarize both the approaches,
even if we perform a stability analysis only on the latter solution. This model allows
calculation of the shock modiﬁcations induced by accelerated particles, together with the
spectrum of these particles.
Their fundamental equations are mass and momentum conservation between upstream
inﬁnity and a point x in the upstream region plus the usual BoltzmannSkilling equation
1.75 in one dimension, describing the diﬀusive transport of particles:
ρ0u0 = ρ(x)u(x) , (1.116)
ρ0u
2
0 + Pg,0 = ρ(x)u(x)
2 + Pg(x) + Pc(x) , (1.117)
∂
∂x
[
D(x, p)
∂f(x, p)
∂x
]
− u∂f(x, p)
∂x
+
1
3
du
dx
p
∂f(x, p)
∂p
+Q(x, p) = 0 , (1.118)
where we assumed stationarity and we introduced an injection term Q(x, p). The particle
pressure Pc here is deﬁned as follows1:
Pc(x) =
4pi
3
∫ pmax
pinj
dpv(p)p3f(x, p) , (1.119)
We orient the x axis from upstream (x < 0) to downstream (x > 0). In the test particle
regime (see sec. 1.4) both the upstream and downstream media are homogeneous. Subscript
0 labels quantities at upstream inﬁnity; ρ, u and Pg are respectively the gas density, speed
and pressure. In this model the pressure of accelerated particles Pc may become large
enough to slow the incoming ﬂuid; therefore the gas speed at upstream inﬁnity u0 is diﬀerent
from the gas speed immediately upstream of the shock u1 = u(0−). The injection term is
taken in the form Q(x, p) = Q0(p)δ(x), i.e., it occurs only at the shock surface. Later, we
shall give the explicit form for Q0.
Integrating equation 1.118 around x = 0, from x = 0− to x = 0+:(
D
∂f
∂x
)
2
−
(
D
∂f
∂x
)
1
+
1
3
p
∂f0
∂p
(u2 − u1) +Q0(p) = 0 , (1.120)
where u1 (u2) is the ﬂuid speed at 0− (0+) and f0 = f(0, p) is the distribution function at
the shock surface. By requiring downstream homogeneity, we obtain a formula for
(
D ∂f
∂x
)
1
:(
D
∂f
∂x
)
1
=
1
3
p
∂f0
∂p
(u2 − u1) +Q0(p) . (1.121)
Now we integrate eq. 1.118 from x = −∞ to x = 0− and use eq. 1.121. Deﬁning
up ≡ u1 − 1
f0(p)
∫ 0−
−∞
dx
du
dx
f(x, p) , (1.122)
1Let us note the diﬀerence between this deﬁnition and that one in eq. 1.107. In the former the integration
is performed from pinj , the momentum at which particles are injected from the thermal background and
become non-thermal, up to a maximum momentum pmax at which particles are supposed to escape from
the shock; in the latter from 0 to ∞.
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We obtain
1
3
p
∂f0
∂p
(u2 − up)− f0
[
up +
1
3
p
dup
dp
]
+ u0f−∞ +Q0(p) = 0 , (1.123)
where f−∞ is the particle distribution function at upstream inﬁnity. From now on we ﬁx
f−∞ = 0, i.e., we shall suppose there are no seed particles at upstream inﬁnity. For a
discussion of the general problem see Blasi (2004). Assuming Q0 in the following form (see
section 1.5.3)
Q0(x, p) =
ηngas,1u1
4pip2inj
δ(p− pinj) , (1.124)
with ngas,1 = n0Rtot/Rsub the gas density immediately upstream, n0 the gas density at
upstream inﬁnity, Rtot = u0/u2 the total compression factor between upstream inﬁnity and
downstream, Rsub = u1/u2 the compression factor at the subshock, η the injection eﬃciency
and pinj the injected particles' momentum. f0(p) can be implicitly written as in Amato
and Blasi (2005)
f0(p) =
[
3Rtot
RtotU(p)− 1
]
ηn0
4pip3inj
exp
[
−
∫ p
pinj
dp′
p′
3RtotU(p
′)
RtotU(p′)− 1
]
, (1.125)
where U(p) ≡ up/u0.
Now we can write the solution of eq. 1.118 for f at every point, again in implicit form:
f(x, p) = exp
[
−
∫ 0−
x
dx′
u(x′)
D(x′, p)
]
×
{
f0(p) +
1
3
∫ 0−
x
dx′
D(x′, p)
exp
[∫ 0−
x′
dx′′
u(x′′)
D(x′′, p)
]
1
p2
∂
∂p
∫ x′
−∞
dx′′
du
dx′′
[
f(x′′, p)p3
]}
.
(1.126)
Amato and Blasi (2005) found a very good approximation for f , which they tested a
posteriori by their numerical solution of these equations:
f(x, p) = f0(p) exp
[
1
3
∂ ln f0
∂ ln p
∫ 0−
x
dx′
u(x′)
D(x′, p)
]
. (1.127)
Before continuing to study the exact problem we ﬁnd a simple approximated solution.
The most diﬃcult problem here is to ﬁnd the particle distribution function f(x, p) in order
to estimate the pressure deﬁned as in eq. 1.119, that couples particles to gas in equation
1.117. Following Blasi (2002, 2004), please note that, for the exponential form of eq. 1.127,
we can suppose f(x, p) ≈ f0(p) if xp / x < 0 and f(x, p) = 0 if x ' xp. Therefore from
1.122 we can ﬁnd the physical meaning of up:
up ≈ u1 −
∫ 0−
−xp
dx
du
dx
= u(xp) , (1.128)
so that up is the ﬂuid speed at the maximum distance |xp| from the shock surface where
a particle of momentum p can diﬀuse, reverses its motion and returns to the shock. Then
at distance x > xp only particles with momentum greater than p can diﬀuse and a good
approximation for Pc(xp) is
Pc(xp) =
4pi
3
∫ pmax
p
dpv(p)p3f0(p) . (1.129)
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The last relation we need in order to solve the problem is the connection between Rsub and
Rtot. Again we can follow Blasi et al. (2005). The compression factor at the subshock can
be written through eq. 1.37:
Rsub =
(γg + 1)M
2
1
(γg − 1)M21 + 2
, (1.130)
where M1 is the ﬂuid Mach number at x = 0− and γg the gas adiabatic index. Moreover
the Mach number immediately upstream can be written in terms of the ﬂuid Mach number
at upstream inﬁnity M0 as
M21 =M
2
0
(
u1
u0
)γg+1
=M20
(
Rsub
Rtot
)γg+1
, (1.131)
therefore
Rtot =M
2
γg+1
0
[
(γg + 1)R
γg
sub − (γg − 1)Rγg+1sub
2
] 1
γg+1
. (1.132)
Eqs. 1.116, 1.117, 1.125, 1.129 and 1.132 give an equation that allows calculation of up and
f0 as a function of the Mach number at upstream inﬁnity M0 and the subshock compression
factor Rsub. The complete solution is found when one tries diﬀerent values of Rsub and seeks
for which value the solution has U(pmax) = 1. This condition ﬁxes Rsub and the particle
distribution function f0(p).
A very clear discussion of the results of this model can be found in Blasi et al. (2005).
The most interesting feature is the appearance of multiple solutions in some parameter
ranges. That is, for the same values of the parameters η, pinj, pmax and M0, they found
more than one solution satisfying U(pmax) = 1. These are all physically acceptable in
a steady problem because conservation equations are satisﬁed. In this thesis we study
their stability in a time-dependent frame (small perturbations). Here we begin to see the
importance of performing such an analysis: it is plausible that some solutions may be
unstable against perturbations.
1.5.3 A recipe for injection
In this section we present the argument given by Blasi et al. (2005) to express the injection
eﬃciency η in terms of more fundamental quantities. Moreover this process introduces some
type of backreaction which is expected to reduce the phenomenon of multiple solutions.
However their appearance persists even using this recipe. For us the following expression
for η is particularly interesting because it has been used to get the solutions we study.
Injected particles are nothing else but thermal particles which can return from down-
stream to upstream. The ﬂux crossing the shock surface from x = 0+ to x = 0− is
Φ = −2pi
∫ ∞
pmin
dp
∫ −ud/v(p)
−1
dµ
fth(p)
4pi
4pip2 [ud + v(p)µ] , (1.133)
where v(p) is the velocity of particles with momentum p and ud the shock speed in the
downstream frame. [ud + v(p)µ] is the component normal to the shock surface of the velocity
of particles moving in the direction µ. In general, particles going back upstream must cross
the shock thickness λ. We are dealing with collisionless shocks, so λ is the length scale
associated with magnetic interactions that give rise to the formation of the discontinuity.
Therefore a good estimate is λ ∝ rth, where rrh is the thermal Larmor radius of the particles
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in the downstream ﬂuid that carry most of the thermal energy, that is with p = 1.5pth. We
have deﬁned the thermal momentum as the momentum in the peak of the Maxwellian
distribution pth ≡ (2mkBT2)1/2, where T2 is the downstream temperature. Let us note the
self-regulating eﬀect: the shock thickness that determines the injection eﬃciency depends
on the downstream temperature, that is ﬁxed by the shock strength and the latter is aﬀected
by the non-thermal particle distribution.
We integrate eq. 1.133
Φ =
1
4
∫ ∞
pmin
dp 4pip2fth(p)
[v(p)− up]2
v(p)
, (1.134)
and writing λ = αrth only particles with momentum p > pmin = 1.5αpth can cross the
shock thickness λ. We neglect the ﬂuid speed ud compared with v(p), which is a good
approximation if the injected particles are suﬃciently more energetic than the thermal
particles. We introduce also an eﬀective injection momentum pinj, deﬁned by:
Φ =
∫ ∞
pinj
dp 4pip2fth(p)v(p) , (1.135)
then for fth = e
− p2
p2
th and pinj = ξpth:
1
4
∫ ∞
1.5α
dxx3e−x
2
=
∫ ∞
ξ
dxx3e−x
2
. (1.136)
We are now able to calculate ξ for a given α. For instance, if λ corresponds to half a Larmor
rotation of particles with momentum 1.5pth inside the thickness of the shock, α = 1 and
ξ ≈ 2. If it corresponds to a full rotation, α = 2 and ξ ≈ 3.25. For these values of ξ the
fraction of particles at momentum greater than pinj is respectively 0.05 and 10−4. Moreover
if we cannot neglect ud, ξ is even greater and the fraction of particle returning upstream is
reduced.
Now we can give an expression for η: we have to require that at pinj the number of
thermal particles equals the number of non-thermal particles. Then, using eq. 1.125 we
can calculate f0(pinj), which must equal fth(pinj). Noting that particles with momentum
pinj are not able to diﬀuse from the shock surface allows us to state that U(pinj) = u1/u0 =
Rsub/Rtot,
f0(pinj) =
[
3Rtot
Rsub − 1
]
ηn0
4pip3inj
, (1.137)
fth(pinj) =
n2
(pip2th)
3
2
e
−
“
pinj
pth
”2
=
n0Rtotξ
3
pi
3
2p3inj
e−ξ
2
, (1.138)
η =
4
3
√
pi
(Rsub − 1) ξ3e−ξ2 . (1.139)
Here ξ parametrizes all the shock microphysics and ﬁxes the fraction of particles injected
into the accelerator. Note that the eﬃciency injection η depends on the compression factor
of the shock Rsub. This point clariﬁes the backreaction discussed above. Indeed, in Blasi's
solutions Rsub approaches unity when the shock becomes dominated by cosmic rays, there-
fore the injection becomes less eﬃcient and the process is self-regulated. This is just a very
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simple recipe, but it provides a useful tool for including the main physical aspects of this
phenomenon in the calculation.
Blasi et al. (2005) found that the appearance of multiple solutions is drastically reduced
by introducing this recipe for injection. They investigated the number of solutions in the
whole parameter space. Multiple solutions are found only in very narrow intervals of ξ; for
instance, for pmax = 104mc, they found three solutions only if 3.67 ≤ ξ ≤ 3.7. Moreover
they noticed that the transition between the strongly modiﬁed solution and the quasi-linear
solution when ξ increases is very sharp. They suggested that the intermediate solution may
be unstable, although they could not provide a demonstration, leaving the problem to
further investigations. We shall discuss the history of the studies of instability in sec. 1.6.
1.5.4 The exact solution
We now have all the tools for writing down the exact solution. Again we follow Amato and
Blasi (2005).
Equation 1.117 can be normalized to ρ0u20; by using the conservation of the mass ﬂux,
eq. 1.116, we get:
ξc(x) = 1 +
1
γgM20
− U(x)− 1
γgM20
U(x)−γg , (1.140)
where ξc(x) = Pc(x)/ρ0u20 a and U(x) = u(x)/u0. Integrating f in eq. 1.127 as in eq. 1.119:
ξc(x) =
4pi
3ρ0u20
∫ pmax
pinj
dpv(p)p3f0(p) exp
[
−
∫ 0−
x
dx′
U(x′)
xp(x′, p)
]
, (1.141)
where we have deﬁned 1
xp(x,p)
≡ − u0
3D(x,p)
∂ ln f0
∂ ln p
. We diﬀerentiate the last equation with
respect to x:
dξc(x)
dx
= λ(x)ξc(x)U(x) , (1.142)
where we have introduced the quite artiﬁcious but very useful function λ(x):
λ(x) ≡
〈
1
xp
〉
ξc
=
∫ pmax
pinj
dpv(p)p3f0(p)
1
xp(x,p)
exp
[
− ∫ 0−
x
dx′ U(x
′)
xp(x′,p)
]
∫ pmax
pinj
dpv(p)p3f0(p) exp
[
− ∫ 0−
x
dx′ U(x
′)
xp(x′,p)
] . (1.143)
Before discussing the algorithm to calculate the solution, we need one more equation to
link U(p) in eq. 1.125 to the other quantities. We can perform the integral in eq. 1.122 by
parts:
U(p) =
u1
u0
−U(0)f0(p)
f0(p)
+
U(−∞)f(−∞, p)
f0(p)
+
1
f0(p)
∫ 0−
−∞
dx
∂f(x, p)
∂x
U(x) =
∫ 0−
−∞
dx
∂f(x, p)
∂x
U(x) .
(1.144)
Taking f from eq. 1.127:
U(p) =
∫ 0−
−∞
dx
U(x)2
xp(x, p)
exp
[
−
∫ 0−
x
dx′
U(x′)
xp(x′, p)
]
. (1.145)
We now have all the equations needed to solve the problem. The algorithm is iterative:
repeat
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(a) ﬁx a value of Rsub;
(b) from eq. 1.140 calculate the boundary condition in x = 0−:
ξc(0) = 1 +
1
γgM20
− Rsub
Rtot
− 1
γgM20
(
Rsub
Rtot
)−γg
; (1.146)
(c) make a guess for ξ(0)c (x);
(d) k = 1;
(e) repeat
(1) through eq. 1.140 calculate U (k−1)(x);
(2) through eq. 1.145 calculate U (k−1)(p);
(3) through eq. 1.125 calculate f (k−1)0 (p);
(4) through eq. 1.143 calculate λ(k−1)(x);
(5) integrate eq. 1.142 to obtain:
ξ(k)c (x) = ξc(0) exp
[
−
∫ 0−
x
dx′λ(k−1)(x′)U (k−1)(x′)
]
; (1.147)
(6) k = k + 1;
until reaching the required precision on ξ(k)c (x);
(f) through eqs. 1.140, 1.145 and 1.125 calculate the ﬁnal U (k)(p) and f (k)0 (p);
(g) through eq. 1.141 calculate ξ˜c(x), using U (k)(p) and f (k)0 (p);
until ξ˜c(x) = ξ(k)c (x).
Amato and Blasi (2005) calculated the solution assuming ξ = 3.5. For this value of the
injection parameter they found only one solution for diﬀerent values of the upstream Mach
number M0 and for diﬀerent types of diﬀusion, i.e., only one value of Rsub could terminate
the iterative algorithm. However in later works they found again multiple solutions for
diﬀerent values of ξ, for instance, for ξ = 3.8, M0 = 100 and Bohm diﬀusion D(p) ∝ pv(p).
We now summarize their ﬁrst results. In ﬁg. 1.9 they illustrate the spectra (upper panel)
and the slopes q = −∂ ln f0/∂ ln p (lower panel) as a function of momentum for diﬀerent
values of Mach number (see the caption for the exact values). Distributions are multiplied
by p4 to emphasize the concave shape of the modiﬁed spectra. Please note that in the test
particle regime the spectrum is f ∝ p−4 (see eq. 1.88). The most evident feature is that
the spectrum modiﬁcation is enhanced when the Mach number increases. The spectrum is
ﬂatter at high momenta because more energetic particles can reach regions more distant
from the shock surface and experience a stronger compression factor. At low momenta the
spectrum is steeper. This is a consequence of the reduced subshock compression factor
for strongly modiﬁed shocks. With parameters adopted by Amato and Blasi, the energy
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Figure 1.9: Upper panel: spectra of accelerated particles at the location of the shock for
M0 = 4 (dotted line), 10 (short-dashed line), 50 (dash-dotted line), 100 (triple-dot-dashed
line), 300 (long-dashed line) and 500 (solid line). Lower panel: momentum-dependent slope
for the same values of Mach numbers. In both panels ξ = 3.5 and pmax = 105mc (Amato
and Blasi 2005).
Mach Number M0 Rsub Rtot ξc(0) pinj η
4 3.19 3.57 0.1 0.035 3.4× 10−4
10 3.413 6.57 0.47 0.02 3.7× 10−4
50 3.27 23.18 0.85 0.005 3.5× 10−4
100 3.21 39.76 0.91 0.0032 3.4× 10−4
300 3.19 91.06 0.96 0.0014 3.4× 10−4
500 3.29 129.57 0.97 0.001 3.5× 10−4
Table 1.1: Shock modiﬁcations for diﬀerent Mach numbers (Amato and Blasi 2005).
saturation (ξc(0) ≈ 1) is achieved for Mach numbers around 100. Modiﬁcations in the
injection momentum and injection eﬃciency are illustrated in table 1.1.
The most innovative feature of this model is that it allows for the most general diﬀusion
coeﬃcient, depending both on position and momentum. In ﬁg. 1.10 we report results
produced by diﬀerent choices of momentum dependence of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient (see the
caption for further details). The obtained spectra are plotted in the upper panel. We
highlight, for our later work, the spatial distribution of the accelerated particles' pressure
(ξc(x)) as plotted in the lower panel. The spatial coordinate is measured in units of x∗ ≡
DB(pmax)/u0, where DB(pmax) is the Bohm diﬀusion coeﬃcient for particles with maximum
momentum. Clearly only particles with very high momenta can diﬀuse very far from the
shock, and almost no one can diﬀuse beyond x∗. So x∗ is the thickness of the preshock.
Please note that the region close to the shock is homogeneous in a very good approximation.
Amato et al. (2007) compare the approximated method developed by Blasi (2002) and
the exact method by Amato and Blasi (2005). The agreement between the two methods
is good, at the level of ' 20% in the worst case. The reason for such discrepancies is to
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Figure 1.10: Upper panel: spectra of accelerated particles at the location of the shock for
M0 = 100, pmax = 105mc and for diﬀerent diﬀusion coeﬃcient: Bohm diﬀusion coeﬃcient,
DB(p) ∝ pv(p) (solid line); Kraichnan diﬀusion DKr(p) ∝ p1/2 (dotted line); Kolmogorov
diﬀusion, DKol(p) ∝ p1/3 (dashed line). Lower panel: distribution of particle pressure,
normalized to ρ0u20/2, for the same three cases. The spatial coordinate is in units of x∗ ≡
DB(pmax)/u0. (Amato and Blasi 2005)
Figure 1.11: Left panel: spectra of accelerated particles at the location of the shock for
M0 = 10 (triple-dot-dashed line), M0 = 100 (dot-dashed line) and M0 = 1000 (dashed line)
calculated with the simple model. The solid lines are the spectra for the corresponding Mach
number of the exact model. Bohm diﬀusion is used, pmax = 105mpc, u0 = 5 × 108cm s−1.
Right panel: normalized ﬂuid speed U(x) as a function of the distance from the shock x in
units of xp = D(pmax)/(u0Up(pmax)) (Amato et al. 2007).
be found in the assumption that Upmax is required to equal unity in the former approach.
In ﬁg. 1.11, left panel, they compare particle distribution functions for diﬀerent Mach
number (see the caption) obtained with the two methods, solid lines for the exact model and
dashed lines for the approximated model. The agreement is excellent for low Mach numbers
(M0 ∼ 10) and the largest discrepancies are for large Mach numbers. The reasons for such
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Figure 1.12: Total compression factor Rtot calculated with the simple model (left panel)
and the exact model (right panel) as a function of the injection parameter ξ for M0 = 100,
u0 = 5× 108cm s−1 and pmax between 103mpc and 107mpc (Amato et al. 2007).
discrepancies is easily understood by looking at ﬁg. 1.11, right panel, where the normalized
ﬂuid velocity U = u/u0 is plotted versus the distance from the shock x measured in units
of xp ≡ D(pmax)/(u0Up(pmax)). The simple model of Blasi (2002) does not provide the
spatial dependence of quantities in the precursor, so U(x) is calculated with the argument
given in eq. 1.128: x(p) ≈ D(p)/up(p). Note the discrepancy between the two models: in
the simple one, the ﬂuid speed U is 1 at xp by deﬁnition (see bottom of sec. 1.5.2), in the
exact solution the transition to U(x) = 1 is smoother because diﬀusion is allowed to greater
distances from the shock. However let us note the existence of a homogeneous region from
the shock surface, up to x ≈ 10−2xp.
The exact model is aﬀected by the appearance of multiple solutions in some parameter
regions like the simple model (see sec. 1.5.3). Amato et al. (2007) studied this problem
for both models. In ﬁg. 1.12 the total compression factor is plotted versus the injection
parameter ξ for the simple model (left panel) and for the exact model (right panel). Both
graphs are obtained for M0 = 100, u0 = 5 × 108cm s−1 and for diﬀerent values of pmax
between 103mpc and 107mpc. The behaviour of Rtot is very striking for two reasons. First,
the sharp transition from strongly modiﬁed shocks (Rtot À 4) for low values of ξ to weakly
modiﬁed shocks (Rtot ∼ 4) for large values of ξ. Second and even more interesting for our
later works, it is the appearance of three solutions in a thin region in parameter space. The
authors suggest that one or more of the solutions may be unstable under small perturbations
which would make them shift to the stable and physically meaning solution, but they cannot
prove this guess. Besides they stress that the intermediate solution in ﬁg. 1.12 is certainly
non-physical since it predicts that Rtot increases with ξ. In chapter 2 we propose a novel
technique for shock stability analysis that can be applied to very general acceleration model,
in particular to Amato and Blasi's exact model.
Furthermore Amato et al. (2007) analyze the behaviour or Rtot as a function of the
Mach numbers with ﬁxed ξ in two possible cases:
(a) ﬁxed temperature and varied shock velocity (see ﬁg. 1.13(a));
(b) ﬁxed shock velocity and varied temperature (see ﬁg. 1.13(b)).
In both cases simple model solution (left panel) and exact model solution (right panel)
are plotted. The two cases are intrinsically diﬀerent. In the ﬁrst case, for ξ = 3.8, T0 =
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(a) Temperature of the background ﬂuid T0 = 104K. Velocity is varied.
(b) u0 = 5× 108cm s−1. Background temperature is varied.
Figure 1.13: Total compression factor Rtot calculated with the simple model (left panels)
and the exact model (right panels) as a function of the Mach number M0 for pmax = 105mpc
and ξ = 3.5 or ξ = 3.8 (Amato et al. 2007).
104K and pmax = 105mpc, the shock modiﬁcation increases with the Mach number up to
M0 ∼ 200 − 400, but for larger values of M0 there is no energy left to be converted into
accelerated particles and the shock returns to be a test particle accelerator. Moreover in the
transition region three solutions appear. For ξ = 3.5 the transition region moves to much
larger Mach numbers, of no astrophysical interest. The second case is very diﬀerent: for
ξ = 3.8, and M0 ∼ 100− 200 three solutions appear and they remain three irrespective of
how large M0 becomes. At Mach number M0 ∼ 100−200 there is a bifurcation: one branch
that smoothly connects to the weakly modiﬁed solution for low Mach numbers remains and
goes to Rtot ∼ 5; two other branches appear, one with increasing compression factor, the
other going to Rtot = 15. For the very diﬀerent behaviour in the two cases, the authors
guess that the physically relevant parameter for strongly modiﬁed shock could not be the
Mach number, but some other quantity.
We remark that in all the cases multiple solutions do appear and one can guess that
some of them may be unstable, therefore a stability analysis is needed.
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1.6 The stability analysis
We have seen in the previous section that Blasi et al. (2005) and Amato et al. (2007) can
obtain multiple solutions to the same initial problem, i.e., with the same parameters. One
could believe that this is just a weak feature of their model; however this is not true, indeed
other models show the same behaviour in some region of their space of parameters. This is
the case of the two-ﬂuid model of Drury and Voelk (1981) discussed in section 1.5.1.
It is likely that in real situations some solutions may be unstable, so that one should ﬁnd
some criteria to identify stable solutions. The ﬁrst thing one can do is to perturb a solution
and study whether this perturbation grows or not, which is what we do in chapter 2. As
done in previous papers on the same topics (see Mond and O'C. Drury 1998, Toptygin 1999)
we generalized the study of (D'yakov 1954) whose main results can be found in Landau
and Lifshitz (1987). In this section we review these techniques, beginning with the simple
D'yakov's theory.
1.6.1 D'yakov's theory of instability
Let us consider a shock in a classic ﬂuid, without accelerated particles. Let it be at rest
on the plain x = 0, with the ﬂuid passing through it from left to right, moving along the
x-axis. We want to study the stability of the shock wave when it undergoes a perturbation
in which its surface is corrugated. Let be ζ(y) a small displacement of this surface, such
that:
ζ(y) = ζ0e
ıωt−ıkyy , (1.148)
where ky is the wave number of the ripple. This corrugation perturbs the downstream ﬂuid,
but cannot perturb the upstream region because of its supersonic velocity. Downstream
perturbations must have the same ky and the same frequency of the shock corrugation, but
have also a component kx of the wave vector. So, perturbations of ﬂuid quantities can be
written as:
δX = X0e
ıωt−~k·~r , (1.149)
and linearization of Euler and entropy conservation equations (eqs. 1.21, 1.22 and 1.25)
leads to:
(ω − u2kx)δρ2 − ρ2~k · δ~u2 = 0 , (1.150)
(ω − u2kx)δ~u2 −
~k
ρ2
δP2 = 0 , (1.151)
(ω − u2kx)δs2 = 0 , (1.152)
by taking then the curl of eq. 1.151 and deﬁning the vorticity ~η = ∇∧ ~u we ﬁnd a relation
for vorticity perturbations:
(ω − u2kx)~k · δ~η2 = 0 . (1.153)
We study all the possible modes of the perturbations. We start with perturbations with
ω−kxu2 = 0. From eq. 1.150 we ﬁnd that ~k·δ~u2=0. Multiplying eq. 1.151 by ~k one ﬁnds that
δP2 = 0. From eqs. 1.152 and 1.153 we see that this mode allows perturbations of entropy
and vorticity. When ω − kxu2 6= 0 instead, δs2 = δ~η2 = 0, but now pressure perturbations
are non-vanishing. Thus perturbations decouple in two types of modes: entropy-vorticity
and pressure perturbations. The former are advected by the ﬂuid, because they satisfy
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ω − u2kx = 0, the latter travel with the sound speed cs2: from eqs. 1.150 and 1.151, using
again δP = c2s2δρ:
(ω − u2kx)2 = c2s2k2 , (1.154)
which is the obvious dispersion relation for waves with speed cs2.
Note that eq. 1.154 has two solutions: one propagating from left to right and one
in the opposite direction. However we must discard the pressure wave propagating from
downstream inﬁnity to the shock because we are studying a situation in which perturbations
are generated by the ﬂapping surface of the shock. Finally, let us count all the independent
parameters of downstream perturbations: 2 for entropy-vorticity plus 1 for pressure. As
a consequence of what we stated above about entropy-vorticity waves, one can choose one
between two components of δ~u2, say δu2y; then δu2x is ﬁxed by ~k · δ~u2 = 0. Moreover one can
choose also δs2 and then δV2 = (∂V/∂s)P δs2. One can easily see that for a pressure wave
only one parameter can be free and all the others are ﬁxed by equations. Therefore we can
write the total perturbations downstream:
δ~u2 = δ~u2s + δ~u2P , (1.155)
δV2 = δV2s + δV2P , (1.156)
δP2 = δP2P , (1.157)
where the subscript s (P) labels entropy (pressure) perturbations.
Now we must ﬁnd the continuity relations at the shock surface between upstream and
downstream quantities. We have already noticed that no perturbations can propagate far
downstream from the shock: entropy-vorticity waves are advected by the ﬂuid, pressure
waves are sonic while the ﬂuid is supersonic. Thus in the upstream region δ~u1 = δV1 =
δP1 = δs1 = 0. Let be nˆ and tˆ the unit vectors normal and parallel to the shock rippled
surface (ﬁgure 1.14). They are:
tˆ = (−ıkyζ, 1) , nˆ = (1, ıkyζ) , (1.158)
and the surface velocity in the direction normal to the surface is:
~q · nˆ = ıωζ . (1.159)
The velocity component parallel to the shock surface must be continuous, and the normal
component must satisfy eq. 1.35. Thus
~u1 · tˆ = (~u2 + δ~u2) · tˆ , (1.160)
~u1 · nˆ− (~u2 + δ~u2) · nˆ =
√
(P2 + δP2 − P1)(V1 − V2 − δV2) . (1.161)
Linearizing them we obtain:
δu2y = ıkyζ(u2 − u1) , (1.162)
δu2x =
1
2
(u2 − u1)
(
δP2
P2 − P1 −
δV2
V1 − V2
)
. (1.163)
As for a polytropic ﬂuid (eq. 1.41), the shock adiabat (called Hugoniot curve) P2(V2) can
be deﬁned in the general case. Thus one can derive this relation and write:
δP2 =
∂P2
∂V2
∣∣∣∣
V1,P1
δV2 (1.164)
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Figure 1.14: Proﬁle of the ﬂapping shock with the normal and the parallel unit vectors nˆ
and tˆ.
The speciﬁc type of ﬂuid is deﬁned by this condition, which is convenient because it does
not involve velocities. Finally one more equation comes from the continuity of the mass
ﬂux. For a ﬂapping shock, eq. 1.34 can be written as:
(~v1 · nˆ− ~q · nˆ)2
V 21
=
P2 + δP2 − P1
V1 − V2 − δV2 . (1.165)
whose ﬁrst-order linearization is:
−2ıωζ
u1
=
δP2
P2 − P1 +
δV2
V1 − V2 . (1.166)
Summarizing the situation, we have four free parameters describing the perturbations
of our system and four homogeneous ﬁrst-order equations (eqs. 1.162, 1.163, 1.164, 1.166)
linking these quantities. In general this system of equations has only the trivial vanishing
solution, except when its determinant vanishes. This turns out to be a condition ﬁxing the
ﬂapping eigenfrequency ω:
2ωu2
u1
(
k2y +
ω2
u22
)
−
(
ω2
u1u2
+ k2y
)
(ω − u2kx) (1 + h) = 0 , (1.167)
where we have deﬁned
h ≡ j2 ∂V2
∂P2
∣∣∣∣
V1,P1
, (1.168)
we recall that j = ui/Vi, i = 1, 2 is the ﬂux mass. Please note that kx is a function of ky
and ω through the dispersion relation 1.154, thus the above equation allows us to calculate
the eigenfrequency ω for a given wave number ky of the shock ripple.
This equation is a useful tool for deciding whether a shock is stable or not. Actually
the instability condition states that perturbations exist and grow exponentially with time.
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Moreover they must decay away from the discontinuity surface. These two conditions may
be summarized as follows:
=(ω) < 0 , =(kx) < 0 . (1.169)
By applying these criteria to eq. 1.167 one ﬁnds instability when:
j2
∂V2
∂P2
∣∣∣∣
V1,P1
< −1 or j2 ∂V2
∂P2
∣∣∣∣
V1,P1
> 1 + 2
u2
cs2
. (1.170)
At the end of the section we shall discuss the physical meaning of these conditions. Here
we note that under certain conditions eq. 1.167 can have solutions with both ω and kx real.
These correspond to undamped waves propagating from the shock to inﬁnity when:
<(ω)<(kx) > 0 . (1.171)
This is not an instability in the literal sense. However the shock rippled surface keeps
emitting waves that bring energy away from the shock to inﬁnity. This phenomenon is
called spontaneous emission of sound. One can ﬁnd (see Landau and Lifshitz 1987) that
this happens when:
1− u22/c2s2 − u1u2/c2s2
1− u22/c2s2 + u1u2/c2s2
< j2
∂V2
∂P2
∣∣∣∣
V1,P1
< 1 + 2
u2
cs2
. (1.172)
In order to understand the physical meaning of this conditions we study the case of a
polytropic ﬂuid. From eqs. 1.41, 1.34, 1.37 and 1.38 we ﬁnd:
h = − 1
M21
= −c
2
s1
u21
, (1.173)
for which none of conditions 1.170 and 1.172 is satisﬁed. The second condition of eq. 1.170
is obviously false. The other two become (we have used eqs. 1.37 and 1.40):
M2 < 1 or 1
2
< M2 < 1 . (1.174)
They are false because shock waves are supersonic.
The very meaning of the above conditions can be understood by means of the follow-
ing ﬁgures. The ﬁrst inequality of eq. 1.170 requires the derivative (∂V2/∂P2)V1,P1 to be
negative, as usual, but the shock adiabat at (V2, P2) must be inclined to the abscissa less
steeply than the chord between this point and (V1, P1). This is the opposite of the usual
case. See the section ab in ﬁgure 1.15, left panel. The second inequality of eq. 1.170 re-
quires (∂V2/∂P2)V1,P1 to be positive and the slope of the adiabat to be suﬃciently small.
This is possible in points immediately adjacent to a and b, or between points c and d of
an adiabat that does not have a section ab (see ﬁg. 1.15, right panel). The last condition
(eq. 1.172) extends the instability range on adiabats having (∂V2/∂P2)V1,P1 > 0 or even
(∂V2/∂P2)V1,P1 > 0 if the left-hand side of the ﬁrst inequality of the chain is negative.
1.6.2 Mond and Drury's analysis
In this section we summarize the stability analysis of Mond and O'C. Drury (1998). They
applied D'yakov's criterium, discussed in section 1.6.1, to the two-ﬂuid model (see sec.
1.5.1). They calculated the Hugoniot curve from the basic equations of their model (see
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Figure 1.15: Left panel: A shock adiabat satisfying conditions 1.170 for instability and
condition 1.172 for spontaneous emission of sound. Right panel: A shock adiabat satisfying
only the second of conditions 1.170 for instability.
eqs. 1.104, 1.105, 1.106, 1.111), treating the shock as a sort of transition between two
uniform states, one upstream (here labelled by subscript 1) and one downstream (subscript
2). Let us introduce two nondimensional variables:
R ≡ ρ2
ρ1
, N =
Pc1
Pc1 + Pg1
. (1.175)
R is the total compression factor between upstream and downstream and N is the ratio
between the initial cosmic ray pressure and the total pressure. In their paper they wrote
all basic equations in terms of non-dimensional quantities and found the form of the Hugo-
niot curve and of the parameter h deﬁned in eq. 1.168. We do not report the complete
calculation, limiting our discussion only to their results. They obtained a one-parameter
(N) family of Hugoniot curves. They plotted R versus the upstream Mach number M1 for
diﬀerent values of N . As Drury and Voelk (1981) had already noted, for small values of N
and not too small M1 multiple solutions appear. Here we report their plots for N = 0.45
(ﬁg. 1.16, left panel) and for N = 0.1 (ﬁg. 1.16, right panel). In the second ﬁgure, for
6 / M1 / 8, three solutions exist. In their stability analysis they found that, in the long
wavelength limit, acoustic perturbations travel at the enhanced speed:
c22 =
γgPg + γcPc
ρ
. (1.176)
They plotted hc − h versus R for N = 0.45 and N = 0.1 (ﬁg. 1.17), where
hc =
1− u22/c2s2 − u1u2/c2s2
1− u22/c2s2 + u1u2/c2s2
, (1.177)
is the lower bound in eq. 1.172 for spontaneous emission of sound. For N = 0.45 (ﬁg.
1.17, left panel) the shock is stable against both corrugational instability and spontaneous
emission. For N = 0.1 we have seen that for the same upstream state there are three
possible downstream states. From the right panel of ﬁg. 1.17 we see that the solution
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Figure 1.16: The curve (R,M1) for N = 0.45 (left panel) and N = 0.1 (right panel) (Mond
and O'C. Drury 1998).
Figure 1.17: The behaviour of h − hc as a function of R for N = 0.45 (left panel) and
N = 0.1 (right panel) (Mond and O'C. Drury 1998).
corresponding to the descending part of the curve (R,M1) is unstable under spontaneous
emission (ﬁg. 1.16, right panel). Again, solutions near the knees of the curve (R,M1) are
unstable under corrugational instability. In fact h can be written as:
h = − 1
1 + 2(R− 1) R
u1
du1
dR
. (1.178)
This shows that h = −1 where the graph of R versus M1 is vertical. Thus a slight further
inﬂection of the graph allows the denominator to become zero and h→ ±∞. For such high
values of h the dispersion relation for corrugational instability is reduced to:
ω2
k2yc
2
s2(1−M22 )
= − RM
2
2
1−M22
, (1.179)
where ky is the component of the wave vector parallel to the shock surface.
1.6.3 Toptygin's analysis
After Mond and Drury, Toptygin (1999) performed some additional studies of shock sta-
bility, applying D'yakov's criteria in the form of disequalities 1.170 and 1.172 to his own
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model. He studied the problem using the two-ﬂuid approximation and taking into account
the particle injection from the background and the energy removal by escaping particles.
Below we report his main results, without going into the details of calculations.
As we did for Mond and Drury's theory we report Toptygin's basic equations, which
are a rewriting of continuity equation 1.21, Euler equation 1.22 (where P is replaced by the
sum of the gas pressure Pg and the particle pressure Pc) and two more equations for energy
conservations with injection and leakage terms:
∂
∂t
(
1
2
ρu2 + εg + εc
)
+∇ · (~qg + ~qc) = −Qm(~x) , (1.180)
∂εc
∂t
+∇ · ~qc = (~u · ∇)Pc +Q0(~x)−Qm(~x) , (1.181)
where εi = Pi/(γi − 1), i = g, c, is the internal energy and γ the adiabatic index of gas
(subscript g) or particles (subscript c). Q0 and Qm are respectively the source energy
transferred to the accelerated particles by the injection and the leakage of energy from the
system through escaping particles. The energy ﬂux density ~qi, i = g, c, is:
~qg =
(
1
2
ρu2 +
γg
γg − 1Pg
)
~u , (1.182)
~qc =
γc
γc − 1Pc~u−
D˜
γc − 1∇Pc , (1.183)
where D˜ is the eﬀective diﬀusion coeﬃcient averaged over the particle spectrum (see eq.
1.110). Moreover Toptygin assumed that accelerated particles are dominated by ultrarela-
tivistic particles, so that their adiabatic index (see eq. 1.109) is γc = 4/3, while for the ﬂuid
γg = 5/3. Then he wrote the ﬁrst-order perturbations of the above equations and studied
their solutions.
He studied only the long wavelength limit, for which he could not neglect dissipation
eﬀects. These can be ignored for perturbations with scales:
l =
2pi
k
À 2piD˜
cs
≈ vΛ
cs
À Λ , (1.184)
where v ≈ c is the velocity of the accelerated particles and Λ is their transport path.
He noticed that two types of perturbations can propagate in his system (we shall see in
sec. 2.1.2 that he did not notice a further mode, because of his approximation): entropy-
vorticity perturbations and sound waves . The former are advected by the ﬂuid and have
(see D'yakov's theory in sec. 1.6.1):
ω − ~k · ~u = 0 , ~k · δ~u = 0 , δPg + δPc = 0 , (1.185)
δs = 0 for vorticity, or δs 6= 0 for entropy perturbations. Sound waves in the long wavelength
limit have the following dispersion relation:
(ω − ~k · ~u)2 = c2sk2 , (1.186)
where the sound speed is enhanced by particle pressure:
c2s =
γgPg + γcPc
ρ
. (1.187)
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Toptygin noted that, in presence of accelerated particles, acoustic waves can propagate
upstream. In fact, immediately upstream, the sound speed in eq. 1.187 can be greater
than the ﬂuid velocity. As in the previous sections, we indicate respectively with subscript
0, 1, 2 quantities at upstream inﬁnity, immediately upstream and downstream. With this
notation, sound waves can propagate upstream when u1 < cs1. Accelerated particles make
this possible because their pressure slows down the ﬂux of the incoming gas and they
enhance the sound speed increasing the total pressure. Thus he observed that the structure
of shock transition may be one of the following three:
(1) a discontinuous transition with supersonic upstream ﬂuid (no perturbation can prop-
agate upstream);
(2) a discontinuous transition with subsonic upstream ﬂuid (acoustic waves can propa-
gate upstream in a narrow region close to the shock);
(3) a smooth transition without any discontinuity.
His assumption of long wavelength allowed him to use D'yakov's criteria as in eqs. 1.170
and 1.172 since such perturbations have a scale much greater than the shock thickness. In
case 3 he used wavelengths greater than the transition region. Even in case 2, one can
choose perturbation with wavelength greater than the region in which sound waves can
propagate. In fact, far from the shock surface, there are few accelerated particles, namely
at a distance L ≈ cD˜/u0 (see eq. 1.86 for a simple estimation). There the ﬂuid is fast and
the particle pressure is lower, thus the above condition u < cs cannot be satisﬁed.
In this framework the three cases are very close to each other. One must only choose the
right ﬂuid speed upstream, when using instability criteria. Indeed in D'yakov's theory there
are no perturbation upstream, so we must choose the speed in the closest point to the shock
where ﬂuid motion is supersonic. Thus in case 1 we must use the immediately upstream
velocity u1, while in cases 2 and 3 we must use the velocity at upstream inﬁnity u0. This
means considering the prefront in which sound waves can propagate as a part of the shock
thickness. One must be careful in calculating the shock adiabat and the parameter h (eq.
1.168). In this way Toptygin (1999) found three diﬀerent values of hc (see eq. 1.177) and
three diﬀerent parameters h. As in the previous work of Mond and O'C. Drury (1998) the
instability conditions for corrugational instability are:
h(i) < −1 or h(i) > 1 + 2u2
cs2
, (1.188)
and for spontaneous emission of sound:
h(i)c < h
(i) < 1 +
2u2
cs2
. (1.189)
In both conditions i = 1, 2, 3 labels each of the three possible cases. He applied this
analysis to the shock waves considered in his previous paper (Toptygin 1997). His results
are plotted in ﬁgure 1.18 for a shock with parameters: pmax/mc = 106, pmin/mc = 102,
M0 = u0/cs0 →∞. He plotted h versus the total compression factor σ = u0/u2.
For the branch with discontinuous transition (cases 1 and 2) only the region with 9 ≤
σ ≤ 12 seems to be stable. We can summarize his results for this branch as follows:
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Figure 1.18: Stable and unstable states of the shock wave. The region of stability is between
h0 = 1 and hsi, i = 1, 2, 3 (in our notation hs i ≡ h(i)c ). The region of spontaneous emission
of sound is between hs i and hm = 1+2u2/cs2; hm and h′m are, respectively for discontinuous
transitions and smooth transitions. The regions of corrugational instability are above hm
and below h0. Between σ = 8.25 and σ = 8.5, h2(σ) has a discontinuity (see also footnote
2) (Toptygin 1999).
• 4 ≤ σ ≤ 6.5: spontaneous emission of sound, but Toptygin estimated that this insta-
bility cannot lead to the front disintegration because sound oscillations are damped
out by diﬀusion with decrement
γ˜ ≈ 1
2
γcPc
γgPg + γcPc
D˜(k2x + k
2
y) ; (1.190)
• 6.5 ≤ σ ≤ 9: corrugational instability2;
• 9 ≤ σ ≤ 12: absolute stability (−1 < h(2) < 0);
• σ > 12: corrugational instability.
For a front with smooth transition:
• σ < 7: stable shock dominated by nonrelativistic particles;
• 7 ≤ σ ≤ 8.2: absolute stability;
• σ > 8.2: corrugational instability.
2 For 8.25 ≤ σ ≤ 8.5, from ﬁg. 1.18 one could guess that there is stability. This is not true because the
dispersion relation used by Toptygin (1999) becomes invalid for these values.
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Chapter 2
A general analysis of stability of shocks
with particle pressure
In this chapter we present our theory about stability of shock waves with particle pressure.
We saw in sec. 1.6 that the previous stability analyses were built inside the framework of the
two-ﬂuid approximation. Now, we have the new exact model by Amato and Blasi (2005),
presented in secs. 1.5.2, 1.5.3, 1.5.4, so a new, more exhaustive discussion is possible.
We shall consider a ﬁnite diﬀusion coeﬃcient D, and it will be allowed to be an arbitrary
function of the particle momentum p. The arbitrary nature of the dependence of D on p
automatically prevents the use of the two-ﬂuid approximation, and forces us to use the full
BoltzmannSkilling equation (see eq. 1.75).
A word of caution is in order about some assumptions. We will neglect all energy in
the form of magnetic ﬁeld and Alfvèn waves; of course this is necessary because the zero-th
order solutions of Blasi and collaborators do not include these eﬀects, but in our case this
neglect requires one extra assumption, i.e. that the time scales for energy to accumulate
into any of these energy sinks, Tin, and to ﬂow out of each of them, Tout, be ordered like
this: Tout . Tin. If this inequality were severely violated, the magnetic ﬁeld or Alfvèn
waves might acquire a signiﬁcant fraction of the total energy, despite their negligibility in
the zero-th order solution, and make our treatment completely irrelevant.
We shall follow closely the treatment of the shock corrugational instability given by
Landau and Lifshitz (1987) as in sec. 1.6.1. In particular, we shall consider a steady-state
shock in its own reference frame, located at z = 0, with the ﬂuid coming from the left, and
exiting from the right, so that all speeds are > 0. We shall consider perturbations generated
by the shock ﬂapping, so that there can be no incoming waves, from either upstream or
downstream inﬁnity. In sec. 2.1, we shall consider perturbations in a homogeneous medium:
we begin by studying all the modes which can propagate or diﬀuse in such a system (sec.
2.1.1), then we study in details the properties of that modes which couple the ﬂuid to the
accelerated particles (sec. 2.1.2), and, ﬁnally, we solve an initial value problem for the same
system (sec. 2.1.3).
Then we analyze the whole system of the shock in the ﬂuid plus the particles and we
build an eigenmode of this system (sec. 2.2). In sec. 2.2.1 we brieﬂy discussed perturbations
upstream, i.e. where the ﬂow is inhomogeneous; we show here that we can easily obtain
the perturbations in the WKBJ limit ky → ∞, which restricts our analysis to the regime
λ . L, where λ is the perturbation wavelength perpendicular to the shock, and L is the
typical size of upstream region of inhomogeneity. In sec. 2.2.2 we build the solution for the
d-mode in a half-plane. Then, we discuss how to build a global mode (sec. 2.2.3), i.e. which
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independent modes are to be included, both upstream and downstream, and the conditions
aﬀecting the perturbed particle distribution function at the shock (sec. 2.2.4). We present
in sec. 2.2.5 the perturbed RankineHugoniot conditions and in sec. 2.2.6 what ﬁxes the
global corrugational mode eigenfrequency.
In sec. 2.3 we ﬁnd numerically the shock eigenfrequency. First, we solve D'yakov's
equation 1.167 in sec. 2.3.1). Second, we present the ﬁrst results of our stability analysis
applied to a solution of (Amato and Blasi 2005) in sec. 2.3.2.
Finally, a brief discussion of our work follows in sec. 2.4.
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2.1 The general solution in a homogeneous medium
In this section we study the small perturbations in a homogeneous medium with accelerated
particles. We take into account the feedback of the particles on the ﬂuid through a pres-
sure term and we describe the evolution of the isotropic part of the particles' distribution
function by the BoltzmannSkilling equation. We begin by studying all the modes that can
propagate in this system (sec. 2.1.1) and we discover two new modes, the third mode and
the d-mode, both corresponding to particle perturbations. The former can ripple the ﬂuid
through the particle pressure, the latter cannot since it is a pure diﬀusive mode, with zero
pressure. We then analyze in detail the generalization of acoustic waves and the third mode,
which deeply couples to particle perturbations (sec. 2.1.2). At the end of the section (sec.
2.1.3) we solve the complete problem of perturbations propagating in our system given the
initial condition, namely we solve an initial value problem, in order to set up the technique
that we shall apply to our shock stability analysis.
2.1.1 Perturbations in a homogeneous medium
We summarize below, for our later convenience, the most useful forms of our basic equations:
continuity (eq. 1.21), Euler equation with particle pressure term (see eq. 1.22), entropy
conservation (eq. 1.25) and BoltzmannSkilling equation (eq. 1.75).
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~u) = 0 , (2.1)
∂
∂t
~u+ ~u · ∇~u = −1
ρ
∇(Pg + Pc) , (2.2)
∂s
∂t
+ ~u · ∇s = 0 , (2.3)
∂f
∂t
= ∇ · (D∇f)− ~u · ∇f + 1
3
∇ · ~u p∂f
∂p
. (2.4)
We assume D = D(p) to be a given function of p.
We consider small-amplitude perturbations around a homogeneous solution where the
particles are supposed to be able to exert a non-negligible pressure. Perturbations can be
taken in the form
δX ∝ exp
(
ıωt− ı~k · ~x
)
, (2.5)
for each quantity X.
First, we consider perturbations with δf = 0. Perturbation of the Boltzmann equation
yields
ıωδf = −k2Dδf + ıukxδf − ı
3
~k · δ~up∂f
∂p
, (2.6)
which implies ~k · δu = 0 and, necessarily δPc = 0. For brevity here we indicate as u
the unperturbed velocity along the x-coordinate. Perturbation of the mass conservation
equation yields
(ω − ukx)δρ− ρ~k · δ~u = 0 → ω − ukx = 0 or δρ = 0 , (2.7)
Let us begin by assuming that ω − ukx 6= 0: then δρ = 0. Perturbation of the momentum
equation yields
(ukx − ω)δ~u+
~k
ρ
(δPg + δPc) = 0 . (2.8)
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and if we multiply it for by ~k∧ we ﬁnd that ~k∧ δ~u must vanish, since we have assumed that
ukx − ω 6= 0. Besides ~k · δ~u = 0, thus δ~u = 0 because both its component parallel to ~k and
its component normal to ~k vanish. Therefore also δPg must vanish, because from eq. 2.8
we can deduce δPg = −δPc = 0. Finally, from the equation of entropy conservation, eq. 2.3,
(ω − ukx)δs = 0 → δs = 0 , (2.9)
therefore, assuming δf = 0 and ω−ukx 6= 0 we have found that every perturbation vanishes.
In order to have non-zero perturbations ω − ukx must vanish. From eq. 2.8, again
δPg = 0, but now δ~η ≡ ~k ∧ δ~u can be non-zero, therefore perturbations with non-zero
vorticity can propagate with the ﬂuid speed, i.e., they are advected by the ﬂuid. From eq.
2.9 we see that also entropy perturbations can be non-zero and are advected by the ﬂuid.
Moreover vorticity and entropy perturbations do not couple to particles either.
In summary, entropy-vorticity perturbations have the following characteristics (we re-
member that in our notation V = 1/ρ):
• Entropy perturbations:
δs = δs0e
ıωt−ıkyy−ıkxx ,
δP = δPc = δf = δ~u = 0 ,
ω − ukx = 0 ,
δV
V
=
γ − 1
γ
mδs
kB
, (2.10)
where the last equation applies to ideal ﬂuids: m is the average particle mass and kB
Boltzmann's constant.
• Vorticity perturbations:
δs = δρ = δP = δf = δPc = 0 ,
ω − ukx = 0 ,
~k · δ~u = 0 . (2.11)
We consider now those perturbations where δf does not vanish. We can show that here
there are two distinct classes of modes too: in the ﬁrst one, δf is not coupled to the ﬂuid
quantities, while in the second one it is through the term ~k · δ~u 6= 0. The ﬁrst class of
modes, which we call d-mode, cannot be obtained directly from eq. 2.6, for reasons to be
made clear in a second. We use instead the correct form
∂δf
∂t
= ∇ · (D∇δf)− u∂δf
∂x
, (2.12)
where we dropped the term ∝ ~k · δ~u in keeping with our desire to ﬁnd a solution totally
uncoupled from the ﬂuid. The solution of this equation is well known: if φ0(x, y, p) is the
initial distribution function at time t = 0 (possibly dependent upon p), the solution at later
times for u = 0 is
δf(x, y, t, p) =
∫
dx0
∫
dy0 φ0(x0, y0, p)
1
4piDt
e−
(x−x0)2
4Dt e−
(y−y0)2
4Dt , (2.13)
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and the solution for u 6= 0 is just δf(x − ut, y, p). At the same time, we must make sure
that this solution does not rue the ﬂuid: this obviously requires δPc = 0 at all times. Now
integrating eq. 2.12 over 4pip3vdp/3 we ﬁnd
∂δPc
∂t
=
4pi
3
∂2
∂x2
∫
D(p)δfp3v dp+ u
∂δPc
∂x
, (2.14)
which clearly shows that, in order to have δPc = 0 everywhere at all times we need δPc =∫
Dδfp3v dp = 0 everywhere at the initial time. If we now Fourier-expand the initial
condition φ0 with respect to x, y, the above conditions become
φ0(x, y, p) =
∫
dkx
∫
dkyg(p,~k)e
−ıkxxe−ıkyy ,
∫
g(p,~k)p3v dp =
∫
g(p,~k)D(p)p3v dp = 0 .
(2.15)
This completes the derivation of this purely damped d-mode, which will not perturb the
ﬂuid. Though it may look at this stage like a mathematical oddity, this mode plays a key
role in the matching of boundary conditions between the upstream and downstream regions.
It is also worth remarking why it cannot be derived from its Fourier-analyzed counterpart:
the solution in question contains a term ∝ e−1/t, which does not have a Fourier transform
with respect to t.
When δPc 6= 0, velocity perturbations δ~u 6= 0 are induced in the ﬂuid by the non-
vanishing particles' pressure gradient, and eq. 2.6 can be solved for δf as
δf = −δρ
ρ
p
3
∂f
∂p
ı(ω − ukx)
ı(ω − ukx) + k2D . (2.16)
If we integrate this over 4pivp3dp/3, we ﬁnd
δPc =
δρ
ρ
∫ pmax
pinj
4pi
9
dpvp4
∂f
∂p
−ı(ω − ukx)
ı(ω − ukx) + k2D , (2.17)
where we assumed the non-thermal particles to have a minimum (pinj) and a maximum
(pmax) momentum as in all the solutions of nonlinear models (see sec. 1.5. Deﬁning z ≡
ık2/(ω − ukx) = ık/(Ωcs), it is convenient to introduce a weighted diﬀusion coeﬃcient D¯
deﬁned as follows:
1
1− zD¯(z) ≡
∫ pmax
pinj
4pi
9
dp vp4 ∂f
∂p
1
1−zD(p)∫ pmax
pinj
4pi
9
dp vp4 ∂f
∂p
, (2.18)
which shows D¯ to be a function of z only.
The above can be simpliﬁed a bit by integration by parts. If the integral were to extend
from 0 to +∞, we would have
−
∫ ∞
0
4pi
9
dp vp4
∂f
∂p
=
∫ ∞
0
4pi
9
dp (
d
dp
vp4) f =
4pi
3
∫ ∞
0
dp fp3v (
4
3
+
m2
3E2
) ≡ γcPc , (2.19)
where Pc is the particle pressure in the unperturbed ﬂow, and γc, the eﬀective particle
polytropic index, satisﬁes 4/3 ≤ γc ≤ 5/3. Since however the integral extends only from
pinj to pmax, we deﬁne
−
∫ pmax
pinj
4pi
9
dpvp4
∂f
∂p
= γ′cPc . (2.20)
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Thus eq. 2.17 can now be rewritten as:
δPc = γ
′
cPc
δρ
ρ
1
1− ık2
ω−ukx D¯(
ık2
ω−ukx )
. (2.21)
We remark that both γ′c and D¯ are obtained by weighting the zero-th order solution, so
that they can be immediately computed as soon as this solution is available.
We can now eliminate ~k · δ~v between eqs. 2.7 and 2.8, and then use δP = c2sδρ (with
cs the sound speed because we are considering isentropic perturbations) and the equation
above to obtain
Ω2 = 1 +
γ′cPc
γP
1
1− ık2
ω−ukx D¯(
ık2
ω−ukx )
(2.22)
where we have called
Ω ≡ ω − ukx
kcs
(2.23)
the comoving eigenfrequency, in suitably scaled units.
Eq. 2.22, together with the deﬁnition of D¯ (eq. 2.18), is the sought-after dispersion
relation for the coupled small perturbations in a homogeneous medium.
2.1.2 Properties of coupled modes
The case where D is independent of p has been derived before (see Ptuskin 1981) and
coincides with the above equation. Surprisingly, the existence of this mode was not noticed
by Toptygin (1999), even though a careful treatment of his equations yields precisely the
same dispersion relation as above; this neglect of this mode has important consequences to
be discussed later on.
It is best to begin our discussion with the case when D, and thus D¯, is a constant,
independent of p. The eq. 2.22 then reduces to
(Ω− ıkD
cs
)(Ω2 − 1) = rΩ , (2.24)
which is a simple polynomial equation of the third order.We have deﬁned r ≡ γ′cPc
γP
. In
this case two modes reduce to pressure waves, as is most easily seen in the test-particle
regime Pc = 0. There is however a third solution which is only slightly more mysterious:
in the test particle regime these modes represent a local over-density of particles dissipated
by diﬀusion. When the test particle regime does not apply, a particle contribution to the
sound speed is introduced by the term ∝ Pc. This new mode (which we call the third
mode) is the equivalent of the d-mode when however the conditions 2.15 are not satisﬁed:
the basic idea is still the same, the particle overdensity is dissipated, but since the particle
pressure does not vanish, the ﬂuid is consequently rued. Notice also that there are two
third modes, traveling in opposite directions.
The situation is slightly more complex when D = D(p), because one must solve simul-
taneously eqs. 2.22 and 2.18. We begin by considering the limit k → 0. In this case, and
assuming Ω→ a constant, we easily ﬁnd, to leading order in k, Ω2 = 1+r = 1+γ′cPc/(γP ):
as it must, the dispersion relation allows pure pressure waves, with the particle pressure
providing a correction to the (pure gas) sound speed, because for large perturbation wave-
lengths particles are entrained by the perturbation. We remark that, in this limit, pressure
waves are supersonic, in the sense that they are faster than pressure waves propagating in
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a pure gas of the same thermodynamical state, a result already noticed by Toptygin (1999)
(see sec. 1.6.3). This waves are slightly damped by diﬀusion. In order to prove it, we write
Ω(k) up to the ﬁrst order in k. Then we seek α, so that
Ω± = ±
√
r + 1 + α±k +O(k2) . (2.25)
The dispersion relation becomes:[
r ± 2α±k
√
r + 1 +O(k2)
] [
±√r + 1 +
(
α± − ıD¯(0)
cs
)
k +O(k2)
]
= ±r√r + 1+rα±k+O(k2) ,
(2.26)
where D¯(0) > 0 as one can see from the deﬁnition of D¯, eq. 2.18. The solution is:
α± = ı
rD¯(0)
2(r + 1)cs
, (2.27)
and using the deﬁnition of Ω we can write the dispersion relation as:
ω± = ukx ±
√
r + 1csk + ı
rD¯(0)
2(r + 1)
k2 +O(k3) , (2.28)
which exhibits explicitly a damping term.
Assuming Ω→ a constant, we lost a solution, so we search for the third mode solution
in the form Ω = αk+ higher order terms in k. We ﬁnd:
Ω =
ıkD¯(ık2/(ω − ukx))
cs
1
1 + γ
′
cPc
γP
. (2.29)
and using the deﬁnition of z, we simplify the above to
1− zD¯(z) = −γ
′
cPc
γP
, (2.30)
which can be now used with eqs. 2.18 and 2.20 to obtain
γP =
∫ pmax
pinj
4pi
9
dpvp4
∂f
∂p
1
1− zD(p) , (2.31)
where of course ∂f/∂p < 0. As a function of real z, the right-hand side above (where it
exists) is easily seen to be a monotonically decreasing function of z, vanishing for z → ±∞.
In any realistic physical problem the integral must extend from a minimum (pinj) to a
maximummomentum pmax; sinceD(p) is expected to be a monotonically increasing function
of p, we see that the integral above always exists for z < 1/D(pmax) ≡ 1/Dmax, and
z > 1/D(pinj) ≡ 1/Dinj, and it diverges exactly at z = 1/Dmax and z = 1/Dinj. Thus the
integral on the right-hand side of the equation above spans the whole range from 0 to −∞
as z varies between −∞ and +1/D(pinj), and the range +∞ to 0 as z varies between 1/Dinj
and +∞. Somewhere in the range 1/Dinj < z < +∞ there is the one and only solution of
the above equation. An illustration of the integral on the right-hand side of the previous
equation is shown in ﬁg. 2.1.2, for a speciﬁc distribution function from Amato and Blasi
(2005): the qualitative features of this plot are generic to all distribution functions we have
tried.
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Figure 2.1: The right-hand-side of eq. 2.31 as a function of z on the real axis, for one
numerical solution from Amato and Blasi (2005); here, pinj = 0.003mc, pmax = 105mc,
D(p) ∝ vp.
Furthermore, since z = ık2/(ω − ukx), and the small perturbations were assumed to
vary as eı(ω−ukx)t, the result that z > 0 implies that all modes are damped by diﬀusion, as
physical intuition obviously suggests.
The discussion in the opposite limit, k → +∞, is similar. If we assume Ω→ a constant,
we ﬁnd the solution
Ω2 = 1 +O
(
1
k
)
, (2.32)
without the correction to the sound speed due to the presence of the particles' pressure: in
the limit k → +∞ particles escape by free streaming, and do not contribute to the sound
speed. Again, we look for a damped term. We seek a solution for Ω up to the ﬁrst order in
1/k:
Ω± = ±1 + β±
k
+O
(
1
k2
)
. (2.33)
The dispersion relation becomes:[
1± 2β
k
− 1 +O
(
1
k2
)][
− ıD¯(∞)
cs
+O(1)
]
= r +O
(
1
k
)
, (2.34)
where D(∞) ≡ limz→∞ ¯D(z) > 0 (see the deﬁnition of D¯ in eq. 2.18). The solution is:
β± = ı
rcs
2D¯(∞) , (2.35)
and using the deﬁnition of Ω we can write the dispersion relation as:
ω± = ukx ± csk + ı rcs
2D¯(∞) +O
(
1
k
)
, (2.36)
where the damping term does not depend on k.
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Again, we lost a solution, so we now search for the third mode as Ω = αk+ lower order
terms in k. We obtain now:
Ω =
ıkD¯(ık2/(ω − ukx))
cs
, (2.37)
which can be rewritten as
zD¯(z) = 1 . (2.38)
Comparing this with eq. 2.18, we see that the value of z we are searching for is the one that
makes the integral on the numerator of the right-hand side of eq. 2.18 diverge. Following
the previous discussion, we see that this is
z =
1
D(pinj)
. (2.39)
This is always positive, so that the solution is always damped by diﬀusion. This result
has a simple physical explanation: when a small overdensity of particles is generated locally,
the time-scale for damping of this overdensity is dictated by diﬀusion of the slowest particles,
which are obviously the lowest energy ones. Let us explain this point better. Studying the
two limits k →∞ and k → 0, we have seen that the solution for the third mode is always in
the range z > 1/Dinj. By deﬁnition z = ık2/ω in a frame comoving with the ﬂuid. For pure
damped perturbations of length-scale L = 2pi/k the proﬁle of density diﬀuses with a speed
vdiff ≈ |ω/k|. Moreover the diﬀusion coeﬃcient is D(p) ≈ λmfp(p)v(p), where v(p) is the
velocity of particles with momentum p and λmfp(p) their mean free path, which increases
with their momentum. Then we obtain
vdiff /
λmfp(pinj)
L
v(pinj) , (2.40)
and it is obvious that λmfp < L, because there must exist particles with mean free path
smaller than the perturbation scale-length. Therefore
vdiff / v(pinj) . (2.41)
This result says that the proﬁle of the third-mode perturbations moves slower than particles,
even those with minimum momentum. Thus, this mode involves all the accelerated particles
that can move all together in the system.
Again for illustrative purposes, the real and imaginary parts of sonic and third modes
are displayed in ﬁg. 2.1.2 for a speciﬁc distribution function from Amato and Blasi (2005).
Again, the qualitative features are generic to all models we investigated.
In summary, we have seen that the introduction of particles modiﬁes the modes of a
homogeneous medium by adding two new modes, one coupled and one uncoupled to the
ﬂuid, both strongly damped by diﬀusion.
For future reference, we give the expressions for all small quantities, in units of δPc: the
link between δPc and δρ is obtained from eqs. 2.18 and 2.20, and the others follow easily.
For later convenience, we use again V ≡ 1/ρ rather than ρ:
δPc = δPc0e
(ıωt−ıkyy−ıkxx) ,
δV
V
= − 1
γ′c
δPc
Pc
(
1− ıkD¯
csΩ
)
= − δPc
γ P (Ω2 − 1) ≡ −q
δPc
Pc
,
δ~v = −
~k
k
cs
Ω
δV
V
(
1 +
γ′cPcV
c2s
1
1− ı kD¯
csΩ
)
= −
~k
k
Ωcs
δV
V
≡ ~z δV
V
,
δP
P
= −γ δV
V
, (2.42)
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Figure 2.2: Real and imaginary parts for the three solutions of eq. 2.22 as a function of
perturbation wave-number k, for the same distribution function as in ﬁg.1 and γ′cPc/(γP ) ≈
158.629 (upstream pressure at 0−). The pressure waves are seen to be damped with the
same rate (and opposite oscillation frequencies), while the third mode is pure imaginary,
corresponding to a pure damping.
where the deﬁnitions of ~z and q will come handy later on. In these equations, kx must be
regarded as a known function of ω and ky, speciﬁed by eq. 2.22.
2.1.3 Initial value problem
As a preparation for later work, we discuss the initial value problem. This has some interest
because perturbations in δf belonging to the various modes are not mutually orthogonal,
and thus it may appear that initial conditions, especially when given only in terms of δf ,
cannot be decomposed into mutually independent modes. To ﬁx ideas, let us consider a
homogeneous zero-th order solution where all ﬂuid quantities are unperturbed, but a small
perturbation δf0(x, y, p) at time t = 0 is given: what are the amplitudes of the four modes
that will be excited (two pressure waves, the third mode, and the d-mode)? First of course
we Fourier-analyze δf0, calling a(p) its amplitude. We must then have
a(p) = Aiδfi + g(p) , (2.43)
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where we have introduced some notation that will be useful in the following: a summation
convention over i is understood, the Ai's are the amplitudes of the pressure waves and third
modes for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively; g(p) is the amplitude of the d-mode, as in eq. 2.15,
and the δfi's are
δfi = −1
3
p
∂f
∂p
ı(ωi − ukxi)
ı(ωi − ukxi) + k2iD(p)
, (2.44)
where ~ki = ~k because a(p) is a pure Fourier component, so the wave vector must be the
same for all modes in δfi. Comparing this with eq. 2.16, it becomes clear that the mode
amplitudes Ai's are simply δρi/ρ. Here the quantities ωi, kxi, k2i are supposed to be linked
by the appropriate branch of the dispersion relation. For g(p) to represent a proper d-mode,
we know that it must satisfy the two constraints in eq. 2.15; thus we derive two conditions
on the mode amplitudes: ∫
p3va(p) dp = Ai
∫
p3vδfi dp , (2.45)∫
D(p)p3va(p) dp = Ai
∫
D(p)p3vδfi dp . (2.46)
The last condition can be obtained by satisfying the requirement that the perturbations to
both density and velocity vanish at the initial time: calling δPci the pressure in each mode,
with reference to eqs. 2.42, we see that the two conditions, the vanishing of the density and
of the velocity, imply ∑
i
Ai = 0
∑
i
ΩiAi = 0 , (2.47)
which are two more linear relations which, together with eqs. 2.45 and 2.46, determine the
Ai's. This simple example illustrates the importance of the d-mode, a kind of elephants'
graveyard because, once particles join it, they can only be dissipated away without ruing
the ﬂuid ever again.
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2.2 The global mode
We remind that all the tools developed in the previous section are to be applied to the global
system of a shock propagating in a medium with accelerated particles. We remark that we
have studied the propagation of perturbations in a homogeneous medium, but we know that
the upstream region is dishomogeneous. Therefore we must investigate the conditions under
which our technique is valid (sec. 2.2.1). Subsequently we shall determine the modes that
can propagate in the upstream and downstream regions. We shall then ﬁx the continuity
conditions at the shock surface which, together with the various dispersion relations, will
lead us to an equation ﬁxing the shock eigenfrequency. As done in the previous chapter,
we indicate with subscript 1 the quantities on the upstream side of the shock, and with
subscript 2 those on the downstream side.
2.2.1 Perturbations upstream
It is useful to remark that, upstream, entropy perturbations are not allowed for arbitrarily
dishomogeneous ﬂows, while the same is not true for vorticity perturbations.
In fact, the perturbation of the entropy equation is:
∂δs
∂t
+ u(x)
∂δs
∂x
= 0 , (2.48)
where we could neglect the term δux ds/dx because the ﬂuid is isentropic in the unperturbed
state. From the above, we see that entropy perturbations are advected by the background
ﬂow all the way from upstream inﬁnity to the shock; we cannot however accept this, since in
our problem all perturbations must have as a source the shock ﬂapping. Perturbations riding
all the way from upstream inﬁnity belong to perturbations in the boundary conditions, and
are thus irrelevant. Thus the upstream perturbed ﬂuid will be assumed adiabatic, from
now on.
The same argument does not apply to vorticity perturbations when the ﬂuid is stratiﬁed,
because they do couple to particle perturbations: in fact we easily obtain from eq. 2.2 that
the equation for the vorticity, ~η ≡ ∇ ∧ ~v, is:(
∂
∂t
+ ~v · ∇
)
~η
ρ
=
(
~η
ρ
· ∇
)
~v +
1
ρ3
∇ρ ∧∇ (P + Pc) . (2.49)
In the absence of particles, this equation tells us that vorticity is exactly (i.e., not just to
zero or ﬁrst order) Lie-advected by the ﬂow because, for adiabatic ﬂows, ∇ρ ∧ ∇P = 0.
But in the presence of particles and of spatial gradients it is easily seen that the particle
pressure Pc acts as source of vorticity perturbations. This, of course, does not mean that
there is no equivalent of the vorticity mode when the ﬂow is inhomogeneous, just that its
expression is more complex than just ∇ ∧ ~v. Stated otherwise, when the particle pressure
vanish, the vorticity mode is orthogonal to acoustic modes and is advected by the ﬂow;
but when the particle pressure does not vanish, there exists another mode orthogonal to
acoustic modes, while vorticity mode is a superposition of orthogonal modes.
In order to make progress, we compute the spatial dependence of the various modes
upstream in the WKBJ approximation: i.e., in the limit ky →∞. In other words, we take
all perturbed physical quantities to be of the form
δX ≈ QX(x)eıωt+ı
R 0
x WX(x
′)dx′/²−ıkyy , (2.50)
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and the small parameter ² ¿ 1 is assumed to be of the same order of magnitude as k−1y .
This is a perturbation analysis in which the transverse wavelength k−1y is assumed small and
as a consequence the longitudinal wavelength ≈ WX/² (or rather, what takes its place in
the x-direction, given the ﬂow inhomogeneity) is also small. The presence of a non-constant
amplitude QX(x) is equivalent to keeping the ﬁrst two terms in an asymptotic expansion
in the small parameter ², i.e.:
ln δX = ı
∫ 0
x
WX(x
′)dx′
²
+ lnQX(x) +O(²) . (2.51)
This is often called the physical optics approximation (see Bender and Orszag 1978).
This analysis is quite standard, but the amusing thing is that we do not even need to
carry it through. In fact, we shall show later that the stability analysis requires knowledge
of the physical quantities immediately before the shock, and knowledge of the perturbations
run with x further from the shock is immaterial. We see from the above that all physical
quantities close to the shock satisfy
δX ≈ QX(0)eıωt−ıWX(0)x/²−ıkyx . (2.52)
This is precisely the same form that holds in the homogeneous medium, so that eqs. 2.42
and 2.15 still hold. Also, the space-time dependence of the d-mode for the half-plane x > 0
is derived in sec. 2.2.2, assuming spatial homogeneity of the background solution; and this,
for the argument above, applies in the WKBJ limit also to the upstream ﬂuid.
This is the result we need: since we are using a WKBJ approximation, we can treat the
upstream ﬂuid as if it were homogeneous, with the values for the physical quantities taken
to be those immediately before the shock: we call this the Homogeneous Approximation:
it clearly breaks down when the WKBJ analysis does, which occurs for k−1y ≈ L, the size
of the upstream precursor.
2.2.2 D-mode in a half-plane
We give here an explicit expression for the d-mode in an homogeneous but semi-inﬁnite
medium. The d-mode is the solution of the diﬀusion equation
∂δf
∂t
= ∇ · (D∇δf)− u∂δf
∂x
, (2.53)
where the speed u is assumed constant because of homogeneity. We solve ﬁrst the equation
with u = 0; to do so, we remark that suitable boundary conditions are that δf → 0 as
x → ±∞, depending on whether we are considering downstream or upstream regions,
respectively. The solution can be obtained by separation of variables, obtaining:
δf = α(p, kx)e
νtekxxe±ıkyy , (2.54)
subject to the constraint
ν = D(k2x − k2y) . (2.55)
The sign of kx is the one that allows the solution to remain ﬁnite at inﬁnity. Solutions
belonging to diﬀerent values of kx and p can obviously be superposed. Since we are solving
a problem in a half-plane, there is a boundary conditions at x = 0, i.e., the half-plane
boundary. As convenience for later works, we Fourier analyze the boundary condition with
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respect to the spatial coordinate y and to the time. Therefore the following condition must
be satisﬁed at x = 0:
δf = g(p)eıωte−ikyy , (2.56)
which obviously gives
ν = ıω , Dk2x = ıω +Dk
2
y , α(p) = g(p) . (2.57)
The function g(p) was chosen so that∫
p3vg(p) dp =
∫
D(p)p3vg(p) dp = 0 . (2.58)
We have already seen (see the discussion leading to eq. 2.15) that these are the conditions
for the vanishing of δPc and its ﬁrst time derivative at the initial time, and thus at all times.
The same property is of course acquired by α(p), so that the mode we have just found is
surely a d-mode for the upstream region, in the Homogeneous Approximation.
When we assume u 6= 0, the above formulae remain correct except for the substitution
ν → ν + ukx.
2.2.3 How to build a global mode
We showed above that we can determine the properties of perturbed modes upstream, in the
WKBJ approximation; but we need to consider now which of these modes may be excited
in our problem. We remind that we are considering the stability of the shock ﬂapping, so
that all modes must have this ﬂapping as their source: we cannot allow modes to come in
from spatial inﬁnity, because this amounts to perturbation of the boundary conditions, not
of the shock geometry.
When we can neglect the particles' pressure, we know that there can be no perturbations
upstream, since they are either generated at upstream inﬁnity (in which case we would not
be treating the case of shock instability) or, if generated at the shock, they cannot propagate
away from it fast enough (the shock is supersonic). In the presence of particles the situation
changes because particles can diﬀuse back to the upstream region, so that a perturbation
δf generated downstream can return to upstream and perturb the ﬂuid quantities. The
situation is even more remarkable when one notices that, in this way, there can be a
generation of pressure waves (even though they are just sonic in a supersonic medium) in
the upstream region. The reason is shown in eq. 2.2: the gradient in particles' pressure is
a source of perturbations, and since particles scatter a ﬁnite (i.e., non-zero) distance from
the shock, there is no obvious reason why even sonic perturbations should not be generated.
The impossibility of having sonic perturbations in a supersonic medium arises only when
the point of generation of the perturbations is the shock itself, not a ﬁnite distance from
it. Moreover we saw in sec. 2.1.2 that, for k → 0 acoustic waves become supersonic, in the
sense that their speed is enhanced by a factor
√
r + 1 with respect to the sound speed in
a medium with no particles. In principle, pressure waves speed can become greater than
the upstream ﬂuid velocity, allowing propagation of this kind of perturbations generated
by the shock.
We must also remark that the presence of particles shuing between downstream and
upstream, and viceversa, has important consequences also for the kind of waves present
downstream. In fact, while in the absence of particles the only waves present can be
those shed by the shock, i.e., entropy, vorticity and pressure disturbances propagating to
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downstream inﬁnity, when particles are included in the picture we ﬁnd, by complete analogy
with the argument above for the upstream region, that they can seed the third mode and
the d-mode.
A key role in joining upstream and downstream modes is played to the conditions on
δf . The ﬁrst condition is obviously the continuity across the shock,
δf1 = δf2 . (2.59)
It is also well-known that the spatial gradient of δf needs to satisfy a boundary condition at
the shock: this derives from integrating eq. 2.4 on an inﬁnitesimal interval straddling the
shock. The unit vector normal to the surface of the ﬂapping shock is nˆ = (1, ıkyζ) where ζ
is the shock corrugation amplitude. So, we obtain:
nˆ · (D∇f)2 − nˆ · (D∇f)1 +
1
3
p
∂f
∂p
nˆ · (~u2 − ~u1) = 0 . (2.60)
Writing its ﬁrst-order linearization and using eq. 2.59 we ﬁnd:
D
(
∂δf
∂x
|2 − ∂δf
∂x
|1
)
+ ıkyζD
(
∂f
∂y
|2 − ∂f
∂y
|1
)
+
1
3
p
∂f
∂p
(δu2x − δu1x) + 1
3
p
∂ (δf)
∂p
(u2 − u1) = 0 , (2.61)
We note that (∂f/∂y)2 = (∂f/∂y)1 = 0 because at zero-th order the medium is uniform in
coordinates parallel to the shock surface. The result is:
D
(
∂δf
∂x
|2 − ∂δf
∂x
|1
)
+
1
3
p
∂f
∂p
(δu2x − δu1x) + 1
3
p
∂ (δf)
∂p
(u2 − u1) = 0 , (2.62)
Eqs. 2.59 and 2.62 are the appropriate boundary conditions for our problem.
We thus have a total of 12 independent waves, 7 downstream (entropy, vorticity, two
pressure waves, two third modes and the d-mode) and 5 upstream (again two pressure
waves, two third modes and the d-mode), plus the shock displacement from its equilibrium
position, and a constant of integration from the previous equation. The two d-modes are
subject to the conditions in eq.2.15, there will be the four Rankine-Hugoniot conditions
(to be discussed later on, they correspond to the continuity conditions of D'yakov in sec.
1.6.1), and δf is subject to the two previous constraints. Thus we have ten conditions for
(apparently) fourteen arbitrary parameters. However, it is obvious from eq. 2.22 or ﬁg.
2.1.2 that the two pressure waves and the two third modes have opposite values of kx (±c),
when ω is complex, corresponding to modes traveling in opposite directions. This means
that at least one of the pressure waves and one of the third modes is exponentially diverging;
and this is true for both upstream and downstream regions, for a total of four physically
unacceptable modes. This seems to complete our task, since, rejecting these four modes,
we are left with ten equations for ten unknowns, and it appears that we can determine the
dispersion relation for this global mode. However, some care must be exercised, because
the direction of motion of the pressure wave downstream is ﬁxed: since it is generated by
the shock ﬂapping, it must move away from the shock to downstream inﬁnity. We thus
have a non-trivial requirement for our mode: indeed, we will have found a mode if and
only if the mode not exponentially increasing increasing toward downstream inﬁnity is the
departing pressure wave. We remark that a totally similar condition exists in the classical,
purely ﬂuid problem (see sec. 1.6.1 and Landau and Lifshitz (1987) for a more exhaustive
discussion).
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2.2.4 Satisfying the conditions at the shock
We now show how to satisfy the boundary conditions, eqs. 2.59 and 2.62 at the shock.
Using the notation introduced in sec. 2.1.3, we know that δf+ on the downstream side of
the shock (the factor eıωt−ıkyy will be omitted for simplicity in this subsection) satisﬁes
δf+ = Aidδfid + gd . (2.63)
Please notice that both downstream and upstream the summation is over 2 modes (a pres-
sure wave and a third mode), since we know that a pressure wave and a third mode diverge
exponentially at inﬁnity, in each semi-region. On the upstream side we have analogously
δf− = Aiuδfiu + gu , (2.64)
The continuity of δf at the shock allows us to derive a relationship between the g's:
gd = gu + Aiuδfiu − Aidδfid . (2.65)
Using
∂δf+
∂x
= −ıAidkxidδfid + kxdgd = −ıAidkxidδfid + kxdgu + Aiukxdδfiu − Aidkxdδfid(2.66)
∂δf−
∂x
= −ıAiukxiuδfiu + kxugu (2.67)
into eq. 2.62 we ﬁnd
D(kxd − kxu)gu + u2 − u1
3
∂gu
∂ ln p
= −u2 − u1
3
Aiu
∂δfiu
∂ ln p
− 1
3
∂f
∂ ln p
(δu2x − δu1x)
−DAiuδfiu(ıkxiu + kxd) +DAidδfid(ıkxid + kxd) (2.68)
which we regard as an equation for gu(p), whose solution can be written as
gu(p) = CwC(p) + Aiuwiu(p) + Aidwid(p) + (δu2x − δu1x)w0(p) , (2.69)
where the functions w's are derived at the end of this section.
We can now impose the conditions 2.15 on gu, obtaining:
C
∫
p3vwCdp+Aiu
∫
p3vwiudp+Aid
∫
p3vwiddp+ (δu2x − δu1x)
∫
p3vw0(p)dp = 0 , (2.70)
C
∫
p3vwCDdp+ Aiu
∫
p3vwiuDdp+ Aid
∫
p3vwidDdp
+ (δu2x − δu1x)
∫
p3vDw0(p)dp = 0 , (2.71)
And now we can impose the very same conditions on gd, eq. 2.65, to obtain:
Aid
∫
p3vδfiddp− Aiu
∫
p3vδfiudp = 0 , (2.72)
Aid
∫
p3vδfidDdp− Aiu
∫
p3vδfiuDdp = 0 . (2.73)
This set of four linear equations in ﬁve unknowns (C and the Ai's) can be solved in terms
of one of them, say A1d, the pressure wave downstream.
We thus see that the conditions at the shock, plus knowledge of the modes, allows us to
determine the amplitude of all modes (except the vorticity and entropy modes downstream)
in terms of the amplitude of the pressure wave downstream. Remembering eq. 2.42, we now
see that all ﬂuid quantities at the shock upstream are determined in terms of the amplitude
of this very same wave.
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The solution of the d-mode equation
In this subsection we give the solution to eq. 2.68 for the upstream d-mode amplitude. This
is a ﬁst-order linear non-homogeneous diﬀerential equation, whose solution is standard (see
Bender and Orszag 1978). It can be written in the general form:
E(p)gu(p) + F
∂gu(p)
∂ ln p
= G(p) , (2.74)
E(p) ≡ D(p)(kxd(p)− kxu(p)) , (2.75)
F ≡ u2 − u1
3
, (2.76)
G(p) ≡ −u2 − u1
3
Aiu
∂δfiu(p)
∂ ln p
− 1
3
∂f(p)
∂ ln p
(δu2x − δu1x)
−D(p)Aiuδfiu(p)(ıkxiu + kxd(p)) +D(p)Aidδfid(p)(ıkxid + kxd(p)) .(2.77)
We ﬁnd a solution of the homogeneous form of eq. 2.74:
E(p)wC(p) + F
∂wC(p)
∂ ln p
= 0 , (2.78)
wC(p) = exp
[
− 1
F
∫ p
pinj
E(p′)
dp′
p′
]
= exp
[
− 3
u2 − u1
∫ p
pinj
(kxd(p
′)− kxu(p′))D(p′)dp
′
p′
]
.
(2.79)
We now seek a solution of 2.74 of the form gu(p) = C˜(p)wC(p):
E(p)C˜(p)wC(p)− E(p)
F
FC˜(p)wC(p) + FwC(p)
∂C˜(p)
∂ ln p
= G(p) , (2.80)
FwC(p)
∂C˜(p)
∂ ln p
= G(p) , (2.81)
whose solution is:
gu(p) = CwC(p) + wC(p)
1
F
∫ p
pinj
G(p′)
wC(p′)
dp′
p′
. (2.82)
Let us deﬁne:
wiu(p) ≡ −wC(p)
[∫ p
pinj
1
wC(p′)
∂δfiu(p
′)
∂ ln p′
dp′
p′
+
3
u2 − u1
∫ p
pinj
(ıkxiu + kxd(p
′))D(p′)δfiu(p′)
wC(p′)
dp′
p′
]
, (2.83)
wid(p) ≡ wC(p) 3
u2 − u1
∫ p
pinj
(ıkxid + kxd(p
′))D(p′)δfid(p′)
wC(p′)
dp′
p′
, (2.84)
w0(p) ≡ −wC(p) 1
u2 − u1
∫ p
pinj
1
wC(p′)
∂f(p′)
∂ ln p′
dp′
p′
, (2.85)
therefore we obtain:
gu(p) = CwC(p) + Aiuwiu(p) + Aidwid(p) + (δu2x − δu1x)w0(p) . (2.86)
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Figure 2.3: Real part (left panel) and imaginary part (right panel) of F (p′, p) as a function
of p′, for ﬁxed values of p = 100mc, ω and ky.
These integrals are very diﬃcult to be computed numerically. However they can be
approximated by using a variant of Laplace's method (see Bender and Orszag 1978). We
perform this calculation below.
Let us begin from integrals in eqs. 2.83, 2.84 and 2.85, which can all be written in the
following form by putting the term wC(p) inside the integral:
I(p) =
∫ p
pinj
g(p′) e−F (p
′,p) dp′ , (2.87)
where
F (p′, p) ≡
∫ p
p′
f(p′′)dp′′ ≡
∫ p
p′
(
3
u2 − u1
)
(kxd(p
′′)− kxu(p′′))D(p′′)dp
′′
p′′
. (2.88)
The real part of F varies over a lot of orders of magnitude as shown in ﬁg. 2.3. A very
good approximation can be done thanks to this fact and to the following nice properties of
F and f :
• <(F (p′, p)) ≥ 0 if p′ ≤ p ;
• F (p, p) = 0 = minp′≤p<(F (p′, p)) ;
• =(f(p)) / <(f(p)) .
The ﬁrst two properties tell us that the integral in eq. 2.87 is dominated by the region in
which p′ . p, while the third one tell us that e−F has few oscillations in the interval of
values of p′ in which <(F ) . 1. These two facts allow us to approximate the integral I(p)
by Taylor expanding F with respect to p′ around the minimum p of <(F ). For the same
reasons g(p′) can be replaced by g(p). Again, introducing exponentially small errors we can
replace the the lower limit of integration pinj with −∞. We obtain:
I(p) ≈
∫ p
−∞
g(p) e−f(p)(p−p
′) dp′ =
g(p)
f(p)
. (2.89)
Please note the enormous gain of computing time provided by this approximation: we have
eliminated two integrals, one inside the other. Only integrals in eqs. 2.70 and 2.71 remain
to be calculated, but no integral appears in their integrand.
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2.2.5 The ﬂuid conditions at the shock
We now discuss the ﬂuid conditions at the shock following D'yakov's theory (sec. 1.6.1).
In his consideration of the corrugational instability, there were no perturbations on the
upstream side of the shock: deviations from the unperturbed state were generated by the
corrugation of the shock surface (and its motion), and led to non-zero perturbations only
downstream. In our problem, instead, the particles crossing the shock manage to generate
new perturbations on the upstream side, leading to a slight modiﬁcation to the Rankine
Hugoniot conditions. Again, we use V = 1/ρ instead of the density itself.
As in sec. 1.6.1, we consider a small-amplitude corrugation of the shock surface, away
from the x = 0 plane, by a small displacement of the form:
ζ = ζ◦eıωt−ıkyy (2.90)
with respect to which the unit vectors parallel tˆ and normal nˆ to the surface have compo-
nents in the xy plane:
tˆ = (−ıkyζ, 1) , nˆ = (1, ıkyζ) , (2.91)
while the surface speed in the direction normal to the surface, with the respect to the
reference frame of the unperturbed shock, is:
~q · nˆ = ıωζ . (2.92)
All quantities are, of course, accurate to ﬁrst order only.
The ﬁrst two RankineHugoniot conditions to be perturbed involve the ﬂuid speed, and
they are the continuity of the ﬂuid speed parallel to the shock surface, and the discontinuity
of the perpendicular component in terms of perturbed pressure and density (see eq. 1.35).
We have:
(~u1 + δ~u1) · tˆ = (~u2 + δ~u2) · tˆ ,
(~u1 + δ~u1) · nˆ− (~u2 + δ~u2) · nˆ =
√
(P2 + δP2 − P1 − δP1)(V1 + δV1 − V2 − δV2) , (2.93)
whose ﬁrst-order linearizations are:
δu2y − δu1y = ıkyζ(u2 − u1)
δu2x − δu1x = 1
2
(u2 − u1)
(
δP2 − δP1
P2 − P1 −
δV2 − δV1
V1 − V2
)
. (2.94)
The next equation to be perturbed is the shock adiabat, which is convenient because it
is independent of all speeds involved. For a polytropic gas like the one we are considering,
the unperturbed Hugoniot adiabat is given by eq. 1.41:
V2
V1
=
(γ + 1)P1 + (γ − 1)P2
(γ − 1)P1 + (γ + 1)P2 , (2.95)
whose perturbation yields
δV2
V2
=
δV1
V1
+ h˜
(
δP1
P1
− δP2
P2
)
(2.96)
where we have deﬁned
h˜ ≡ 4γ
((γ + 1) + (γ − 1)P2/P1)((γ − 1)P1/P2 + (γ + 1)) (2.97)
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while the ratio P2/P1 can be expressed as
P2
P1
=
2γM21 − (γ − 1)
γ + 1
(2.98)
with M1 the Mach number of the upstream ﬂuid.
We need one more equation: we can use the equation relating the mass ﬂux to the
discontinuities in pressure and density. When the shock surface is perturbed eq. 1.34
becomes:
((~u1 + δ~u1) · nˆ− ~q · nˆ)2
(V1 + δV1)2
=
P2 + δP2 − P1 − δP1
V1 + δV1 − V2 − δV2 . (2.99)
The perturbation to ﬁrst order of the above yields
2δu1x
v1
− 2ıωζ
v1
− 2δV1
V1
=
δP2 − δP1
P2 − P1 −
δV1 − δV2
V1 − V2 . (2.100)
2.2.6 The equation for the perturbation eigenfrequency
We describe here, how the problem determines its eigenfrequency ω, when the wavenumber
ky of the shock ﬂapping is ﬁxed.
We have seen that all physical quantities can be written as the superposition of various
waves: downstream, entropy, vorticity, one pressure wave, one third mode, and the d-
mode, while upstream there are only a pressure wave, the third mode and the d-mode. The
expression of the relevant physical quantities in terms of a single mode amplitude is shown
in eqs. 2.10 for the entropy mode, 2.11 for the vorticity mode, eq. 2.42 for the pressure
waves and the third mode; the d-mode only perturbs δf , and is given in eq. 2.56. Neglecting
the d-modes, for which the solution is explicitly given in sect. 2.2.4, there are 6 unknown
wave amplitudes, plus the shock displacement and C, the integration constant in eqs. 2.70
and 2.71, for a total of 8 unknowns. These 8 unknowns are related by the four equations
2.70, 2.71, 2.72, 2.73, plus the four RankineHugoniot equations, 2.94, 2.96, 2.100. The
vanishing of the determinant of this system ﬁxes the eigenvalue ω for a given value of ky.
In the four RankineHugoniot equations the total perturbations of speciﬁc volume,
pressure and velocity appear. They can be written as sum of the respective perturbation
for each mode. Downstream we have:
δV2 = δV2s + δV2p + δV2t ,
δ~u2 = δ~u2v + δ~u2p + δ~u2t ,
δP2 = δP2p + δP2t , (2.101)
where the subscripts s, v, p and t label quantities for entropy, vorticity, pressure waves and
third mode. Upstream there are neither entropy nor vorticity perturbations:
δV1 = δV1p + δV1t ,
δ~u1 = δ~u1p + δ~u1t ,
δP1 = δP1p + δP1t . (2.102)
We must use these expressions in the perturbed RankineHugoniot. Moreover we can write
one of the two components of δ~u2v in terms of the other one, through ~k2v · δ~u2v = 0, where
k2vy ≡ ky and k2vx = ω/u2 (see eqs. 2.11). We can then simplify our system by eliminating
the shock displacement ζ, the remaining component of the velocity perturbation due to
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vorticity, and δV1s. One equation remains, linking only pressure waves and third modes'
perturbations:
ω P2 (u1 − u2) V1
{
V1P1
(
ω2 − ky2 u1 u2
)
− [ω2 ((1 + h) P1 − hP2) + ky2 ((h− 1) P1 − hP2) u1 u2] V2} (δP1p + δP1t)
− ω P1 (u1 − u2) V1
{
V1P2
(
ω2 − ky2 u1 u2
)
− [ω2 (hP1 − (h− 1) P2) + ky2 (hP1 − (1 + h) P2) u1 u2] V2} (δP2p + δP2t)
+ ω P1 (P1 − P2) P2 (u1 − u2)
(
ω2 − ky2 u1 u2
)
(V1 − V2) (δV1p + δV1t)
− 2ω P1 (P1 − P2) P2
(
ω2 + ky
2 u2 (−u1 + u2)
)
V1 (V1 − V2) (δu1px + δu1tx)
− 2ω2 ky P1 (P1 − P2) P2 u2 V1 (V1 − V2) (δu1py + δu1ty)
+ 2ω3 P1 (P1 − P2) P2 V1 (V1 − V2) (δu2px + δu2tx)
+ 2ω2 ky P1 (P1 − P2) P2 u2 V1 (V1 − V2) (δu2py + δu2ty) = 0 . (2.103)
Now, eqs. 2.42 hold both for pressure waves and third modes. We can use them to write
the above equation in terms of volume perturbations. We remark that each mode has its
own ~z and its own kx but, for given ky and ω, they are ﬁxed by the dispersion relation, eq.
2.22. We obtain:
∑
i=p,t
δV1i
V1
[
((γ − 1) P1 + P2) (u1 − u2)
(
ω2 − ky2 u1 u2
)
(V1 − V2)
−h γ (P1 − P2) (u1 − u2)
(
ω2 + ky
2 u1 u2
)
V2
+2 (P1 − P2) (V1 − V2)
((
ω2 + ky
2 u2 (u2 − u1)
)
z1ix + ω ky u2 z1iy
)]
−
∑
i=p,t
δV2i
V2
[
γ P2 (u1 − u2)
(
ω2 − ky2 u1 u2
)
(V1 − V2)
−h γ (P1 − P2) (u1 − u2)
(
ω2 + ky
2 u1 u2
)
V2
+2ω (P1 − P2) (V1 − V2) (ω z2ix + ky u2 z2iy)] = 0 , (2.104)
where the sum is over the pressure mode and the third mode. Now, recalling the deﬁnition
of Ai, we see that Ai = −δVi/V (see also the discussion following eq. 2.44). Finally we have
the four equations 2.70, 2.71, 2.72, 2.73, plus eq. 2.104, for a total of ﬁve linear homogeneous
equations in ﬁve unknowns: four Ai and C. The system has non-trivial solution only if its
determinant vanishes. This condition determines the eigenfrequency of the system.
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2.3 Results
In this section we apply our stability analysis to a solution of Amato and Blasi (2005).
For illustrative purpose, we study at ﬁrst the solution of D'yakov's equation 1.167 which
ﬁxes the shock eigenfrequency (sec. 2.3.1). Then, we shall go through our own equations,
we shall solve them and we shall verify that the chosen shock structure is stable against
corrugational perturbations (sec. 2.3.2). This is just what one expects to obtain because
Amato and Blasi's solution we chose is outside the range in which they found multiple
solutions.
2.3.1 A solution of D'yakov's stability analysis
We apply D'yakov's analysis to a test particle solution for a strong shock (M1 → ∞)
in a polytropic ﬂuid with γ = 5/3. From eq. 1.37 we obtain the compression factor
R = V1/V2 = 4. The downstream Mach number is 1/
√
5 from eq. 1.40 and the downstream
sound speed is cs2 = u2/M2 = u1/RM2 = u1
√
5/4. The simple dispersion relation for sound
propagation eq. 1.154 becomes:(
ω − 1
4
u1kx
)2
=
5
16
u21
(
k2y + k
2
x
)
, (2.105)
where kx is the x-component of the sound wave propagating downstream. Let us write the
eigenfrequency equation 1.167 for such a shock. We need to calculate h as deﬁned in eq.
1.168. This is very easy for a strong shock because the upstream pressure vanishes. As a
consequence, the derivative (∂V2/∂P2)V1,P1 vanishes too (see eq. 1.41) and h = 0. Eq. 1.167
becomes:
4ω3 − 1
2
ωu21k
2
y + u1kx
(
ω2 +
1
4
u21k
2
y
)
= 0 . (2.106)
Eqs. 2.105 and 2.106 form a system to be solved with respect to ω and kx for a given value of
ky. Since these equations are third-degree homogeneous in ω, ky, kx, if (ω, kx) is a solution
for a given ky, then (λω, λkx) is a solution for λky. Thus the problem is completely solved
once all the solutions for a given ky are found. Let be ky = 1. Also the upstream ﬂuid speed
u1 can be set to 1 by redeﬁning the ratio between the units of measure of frequency and
wave number. We calculated all the solutions of the above equations, for such values of u1
and ky, and reported them in table 2.1. The ﬁrst four solutions must be discarded because
they correspond to waves propagating from downstream inﬁnity to the shock. The ﬁfth
solution must be discarded too because it diverges exponentially at downstream inﬁnity.
More intriguing is the last solution. It seems to satisfy all the requirements in order to be a
real physical solution and it actually satisﬁes conditions 1.169. Is it a real instability? No,
ω kx
1
2
−1
2−1
2
1
2√
5
2
−3
√
5
2
−
√
5
2
3
√
5
2
ı
4
ı
− ı
4
−ı
Table 2.1: Solutions of eqs. 2.105 and 2.106 for ky = u1 = 1.
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Figure 2.4: Particle distribution function f as a function of the momentum p, measured
in units of mc. The value of f is divided by the ﬂuid density V0 at upstream inﬁnity and
multiplied by p4.
because it represents a pressure perturbation advected by the ﬂuid since ω − ukx. From
eq. 1.151 we see that such a perturbation should have δP = 0. This is clearly absurd: we
remark that we assumed kx to be the wave vector of a pressure perturbation in order to
obtain eq. 1.167 and we have now found a solution with vanishing pressure perturbation.
Note that the ﬁfth solution is aﬀected by this problem too.
Summarizing, we solved the equation for the shock eigenfrequency in the test particle
regime. We found six solutions, but no one has physical meaning, since they correspond
to sound waves either propagating from downstream inﬁnity to the shock surface or with
vanishing pressure perturbation.
2.3.2 An application of our theory
Below we apply our theory to a particular shock structure in order to seek for an instability.
We do not want to carry out a systematic analysis of a set of solutions but we shall just
show how our machinery works. We chose an ordinary shock solution of Amato and Blasi
(2005), the fourth of table 1.1 with M0 = 100, in a range of the parameter space in which
no multiple solutions have ever been found (see sec. 1.5.4). So, one should expect this
shock to be stable and we found exactly this.
For the sake of completeness in ﬁg. 2.4 we report the particle distribution f given by
Amato and Blasi (2005) that we used in our calculations.
We adopted a system of units of measure so that the following three quantities equal 1:
the speed of light, the proton mass and the numerical constant of the Bohm diﬀusion coef-
ﬁcient, i.e., Dp = v(p)p. This can be done in mechanics because we have three independent
quantities, for instance time, length and mass. Below everything will be expressed in these
units.
We performed the whole calculation using Mathematica 5.0 on a Linux machine. We
preferred using Mathematica instead of programming our own functions either in C or in
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(b) Real parts (left panel) and imaginary parts (right panel) of the x-component of
the wave vectors kxpu (dotted lines), kxtu (solid lines), kxpd (long-dashed lines), kxtd
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Figure 2.5: One solution of our system of equations as a function of ky.
Fortran because our calculations required quite sophisticated adaptive algorithms both for
computing integrals and for ﬁnding roots of systems of equations. Even though slower than
a program made just to solve this problem, Mathematica provided all we needed to perform
our calculation, whose aim was just to test our method, at least in this thesis.
We proceeded in the following way. We calculated the determinant of the system of
ﬁve eqs. 2.70, 2.71, 2.72, 2.73 and 2.104 and we set it to 0, obtaining an equation with
5 unknowns: ω, kxpu, kxtu, kxpd, kxtd, which are respectively the frequency and the x-
components of the wave vectors of the upstream pressure wave, the upstream third mode,
the downstream pressure wave and the downstream third mode. This forms a system of
ﬁve equations together with four dispersions relations as in eq. 2.22, each one linking ω
and ky with their respective kx. This is exactly what we did in sec. 2.3.1 when we solved
eqs. 2.105 and 2.106. The calculation is now much more complex, but can be carried out
by approximating integrals as in sec. 2.2.4 and by being very careful in choosing the right
third mode solution of the dispersion relations. In ﬁg. 2.5 we illustrate one solution of our
system of equations as a function of ky. Real parts (left panels) and imaginary parts (right
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panels) of ω (ﬁg. 2.5(a)), kxpu, kxtu, kxpd, kxtd (ﬁg. 2.5(b)) are plotted. This solution must
be discarded because it has waves either propagating in wrong directions or diverging at
inﬁnity, just like the ﬁrst four solutions in table 2.1. All the solutions we have found cannot
be accepted by the same reasons discussed in sec. 2.3.1, therefore we can conclude that this
shock is stable.
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2.4 Discussion
In essence, our method is exact, except for the short-wavelength (WKBJ) approxima-
tion necessary to treat analytically perturbations in the inhomogeneous upstream precur-
sor. One may however wonder where our method diﬀers from previous works (Mond and
O'C. Drury 1998, Toptygin 1999), which have reported the existence of corrugational in-
stabilities.
Mond and O'C. Drury (1998) have reported the existence of both genuine corrugational
instabilities, and of spontaneous emission of sound waves, for some (not all) of their models.
There is of course a number of diﬀerences between this work and theirs: we do not use the
two-ﬂuid approximations, and are interested in small-wavelength perturbations, contrary
to them; we also notice the existence of perturbations in the upstream ﬂuid, which they
do not discuss. Yet, a comment on their method is in order: given the lack (at their time
of writing) of the models of Amato and Blasi, they idealize the problem by assuming that
the precursor in the upstream ﬂuid is inﬁnitely thin, and apply the conventional Rankine-
Hugoniot conditions between two surfaces, one immediately after the shock, and the other
one suﬃciently far upstream that the ﬂow dishomogeneity can be neglected; around this
surface, they also assume that the non-thermal particles provide a fraction ξ of the gas
pressure. This assumption appears at least questionable: around this surface far upstream,
the models of Amato and Blasi predict the occurrence of few, if any particles, and in
any case ξ is a rapidly varying function of the exact surface location (as a matter of fact,
exponentially varying). So it is unclear which value of ξ one should take, but it also appears
that ξ ¿ 1 is certainly in order. It has been exactly to circumvent this kind of uncertainty
that we have limited ourselves to a WKBJ analysis, which poses no such problems.
Toptygin (1999) included a number of novelties in his treatment, but he too did not
notice that particles would diﬀuse upstream, so that he neglects the third and the d-modes
altogether. Despite this, he does have perturbations upstream, because he remarks that,
for suﬃciently long-wavelength perturbations, these become supersonic with respect to the
ﬂuid alone. This occurs because particles and ﬂuid are tightly coupled in long wavelength
perturbations by diﬀusion, which traps non-thermal particles, so that the restoring pressure
is the sum of particle and ﬂuid pressures, which is larger than the pure ﬂuid speed. This
is of course correct, and exists in our computations as well, but we still ﬁnd Toptygin's
treatment questionable, both in principle and on the basis of his treatment of the problem.
On the one hand, it is unclear to us how these coupled pressure waves may be excited:
most of the restoring pressure is due to particles, which however are blind to the shock
ﬂapping, which may at most excite perturbations in the ﬂuid component; thus these per-
turbations are bound to have amplitudes a factor Pg/Pparticles ¿ 1 smaller than, say, the
perturbations upstream, even if they are excited. On the other hand, also the treatment of
the problem raises some doubts. In fact, these waves may exist only within the precursor,
because the ﬂow before the precursor is obviously supersonic, so that it appears that a
knowledge of the detailed structure of the precursor (unavailable to Toptygin at his time of
writing) is absolutely necessary for a proper treatment. Despite this, he treats the precursor
as a thin slab, even though this should prevent the appearance of any perturbation on the
upstream side: since the ﬂow becomes supersonic as we approach the upstream side of the
precursor, they must be reﬂected backwards by the advancing ﬂuid, within the precursor.
A further comment is in order: of all possible geometries, the planar one is probably the
least likely to display instability. Consider in fact a spherically symmetric explosion like
a SuperNova. In this case, the perturbations (except of course for entropy and vorticity)
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generated downstream do not escape to inﬁnity, as they do in the planar case, but return
to the shock because the downstream region is ﬁnite and because they are deﬂected by a
spatially-dependent refraction index; once they reach the shock, they may generate further
perturbations. The situation is even more promising when the shock is due to an accretion
ﬂow, or is stalling: in fact, except for the presence of particles, this is exactly the scenario
proposed (see Laming 2007, for an analytic approach and discussion) for the generation
of asymmetries in proto-neutron stars: in this case, the mechanism for the instability of a
stalled accretion shock is the reﬂection by the hard star surface into outgoing pressure waves
of advected entropy perturbations, which return to the shock to generate more mischief. In
the problem with particles, there is the extra complication due to diﬀusion, to be overcome
to generate instability. Given the relative complexity of even a pure ﬂuid analysis (Laming
2007), it is likely that this problem will require a numerical approach.
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